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Area of burners = n^d
, sq. ft.
Exponent of Reynolds Numbera
B
- Constant of integration
b
- Thickness of boundary layer
Ci - Constant
Cp • Specific heat, BTU/lb. - degrees F.
D
- Furnace depth - ft.
d
- Burner or orifioe diameter - ft.
- Mass flow in units of lb/sq.ft. - hr.
Heat transfer coefficient, BTU/hr. - degrees F. - 8q. ft.
Thermal conductivity, BTU/ft.- degrees F. - hr.
m - Subscript denoting mean value
n - Number of burners
Q - Two dimensional quantity of flow
q - Heat transfer per unit time, BTU/hr.
R - Air to fuel ratio by weight
r - Distance from side wall to burner
S - Effective cold heat absorption surface
sw
" Projected heat transfer surface in rear wall, sq. ft.
T - Absolute temperature, degrees R.
Tc - Absolute tempenture of cold surface
TE • Furnace exit temperature from radiation calculation
Tp - Effective flame temperature
Tf - Film temperature

Tg - Steam or boiling water temperature
T\ - Actual exit temperature from furnace
U - Coefficient of convection heat transfer,
BTU/hr. - degrees F. - sq. ft,
V - Velocity in x direction
V - Velocity in y direction
V Q - Free stream velocity along rear wall
WQ - Weight of air, lbs/hr.
WF - Weight of fuej, lbs/hr.
W - Weight of gas, lbs/hr.
w - Complex potential function
z - Complex plane, x^-iy
NNu - Nusselt Number = hD
^Re - Reynolds Number = GD Z /f.
Npr - Prandtl Number - cp/^-
"k
ATQ - Temperature difference between free stream and wall
AT_ - Log mean temperature difference
oC - Constant for heat transfer equations
-""- - Dynamic viscosity





Since the end of the nineteenth century, the marine
boiler, both merchant and naval, has gone through an extensive
period of evolution. The firetube boilers, such as the Scotch
boiler,have given way to watertube boilers of either the header
or drum type. In more recent years, the Integral furnace two-
drum boiler with Integral uncontrolled superheater has gained
considerable favor due to its simplicity, relatively light
weight and low cost. In order for these boilers to meet the
specified superheated steam temperatures without control, it
is necessary to pay considerable attention to the proper design
of all heat transfer surfaces In the boiler.
All boilers possess some sort of combustion chamber or
furnace for burning the fuel. The gaseous products of combustion
pass over the generating and superheating surfaces prior to
entering any other heat recovery equipment and exhausting to the
atmosphere. It is obvious that in order to effectively evaluate
the heat transferred In the generating and superheating sections
and thus the superheat temperature, the temperature of the gasses
leaving the furnace must be accurately determined.
The method of calculating the furnace exit temperature is
one of equating the heat given up by the gasses to the heat
absorbed by the furnace surfaces and solving for the exit tem-
perature^ . Numerous descriptions covering the several methods
of attack on this problem may be found in the current litera-




furnace surfaces by convection has been neglected and the
problem has become one of radiation only. Until recently
good results have been obtained using these methods, whether
empirical, theoretical, or a combination of both.
In recent years the severe space and weight limitations
imposed on naval boilers in particular, combined with increased
demands on the boiler, have forced the designer to use heat
release rates in,excess of 500,000 BTU/ou. ft. In order to cool
the surfaces of the furnace, water-cooled walls, floors, and
overheads have been adopted. These inovations were adequately
handled as cold surface when using the conventional method of
solution of the furnace problem. However, as increased space
limitations have dictated decreasing the depth of the boiler,
a discrepancy arose between the calculated and measured super-
heater outlet temperature. The error can be traced to too high
an estimate of furnace exit temperature. It appeared that heat
was being absorbed in the furnace by some means other than
radiation. Examination of the designs involved showed that they
were fitted with shallow furnaces and watertube rear walls.
The additional means of transfer was by convection through
impingement of the gaseous flame on this rear wall.
fiince no data on this means of hoat transfer was available
in the literature, early evaluations were by "rule of thumb"
(7)
empirical means. Bethge and Townsend carried out an in-
vestigation on one particular boiler. Holmboe and Hove * "'
investigated impingement on a flat plate with the use of
2 -

models, but the results are not directly applicable to furnace
walls due to limitations on the geometry of the models, I.e.,
flat plates as the surface instead of tubes. It is because





The problem of heat transfer by fluid impingement on a
boiler rear wall resolves into a problem of forced convection.
Since the heat is conducted through a turbulent boundary layer
or film, the thermal conductivity of the fluid k will be a
factor. The film thickness depends on the mass velocity through
the burners G, the distance between the rear wall and the
burners or furnace depth D, and the viscosity of the fluid z^ .
For a given quantity of heat transferred, the temperature of the
fluid stream depends on the specific heat Cp . Letting <jr repre-
sent a function, the following equation for the coefficient of
heat transfer h may be written:
This may be written in an infinite series, all terms of which
will have the same form. Therefore, taking the first term only:
k^cLO-S^ C pe ^f (2)
where the factor o(_is an arbitrary constant dependent on the
geometry of the furnace and the boundary conditions. Substi-
tuting the dimensions and solving simultaneously for the ex-
ponents in terras of a and e gives the following equation:
JUX> _ rvf^^^fCLp^Ly5- (3)
In more familiar terms:
^ = •*. M*r ^e w
The problem now remains to find the values of the exponents
a and e and the constant ©6 • Examination of the geometry of
the fluid flow in the furnace reveals that the fluid leaves
_-* —

the burners in a cone shaped stream directed at the rear wall.
However, in order for continuity to be satisfied, the fluid must
eventually flow parallel to the rear wall and out through the
tube bank. Therefore, the convection heat transfer to the
rear wall is conducted through a boundary layer of fluid stream-
ing parallel to the surface. For this reason, the constant oc
must contain those parameters that have a significant effect
on the thickness of this layer as well as its velocity.
For a given weight of gas flowing, G will be dependent
on the size and number of burner orifices. Instead of using
the number of burner orifices, the ratio of projected rear wall
area to burner area Ap/Ao will be more flexible while still
defining the significant factors in the geometry. Also evident
is the fact that increasing D will increase Npe proportionately;
however, the heat transfer will obviously not increase due to
the decrease in fluid velocity as depth increases. Therefore,
the ratio of furnace depth to burner orifice diameter D was
chosen as a significant parameter* This ratio, together with
Ap/Ao, fix the significant features of the geometry. Therefore,
the constant o(_will be a function of these parameters D and Ap
a Ao,
Holmboe and Hove' ' conclusively demonstrated the validity
of this approach. Using two similar models having a linear
size ratio of 2:1, they were able to measure the same value of
NH for equal values of the dimensionless ratios GT> A p ftN^ D"
-^ > a ' d
Therefore, they justly concluded that extrapolation of model





Since the geometry of the problem is so complex and the
variables so numerous, the easiest and by far the most depend-
able method of finding a, *, and ct was by experimentation.
The method used consisted basically of testing a model
boiler on which the parameters A£ and D could be varied.
Ao d
The actual phenomfnum of heat transfer was the reverse of that
found in an actual boiler in that the rear wall heated the
gasses flowing through the furnace instead of cooling them.
Air was blown through the burner orifices of the model, im-
pinged on the rear wall, and then passed out the stack. By
measuring the weight of air flowing Wa, the inlet and outlet
temperatures Tx and T2 . the heat
transferred could be computed.
From this, Nusselt Number and Reynolds Number were calculated
and plotted for each change in geometry. The apparatus was
tested over a range of 5 values of D from 3 to 10.5 and over a
d
range of 1+ values of Ap_ from 11.1+7 to 1+5.8. The weight of air
flowing Wa varied from about 260 to 1200 lbs/hour. In
all, data
at 567 points was taken. For a more detailed description of
the apparatus and testing procedures, see Appendices A and B.
In the early stages of testing, it was necessary to run
many of the tests twice or even three times to be sure that
the data was reliable. However, as the testing procedure be-
came more refined, this was no longer necessary. By insuring
that steady state conditions existed in the model, reliable
and repeatable results were obtained in almost all cases.
- e>

Figures 1 through 5 are plots of NNu vs. NRe for the
five values of D and air flowing through plain orifices,
"5.
Figures 6 through 10 are plots of Njju vs. Np e for the same
five values of D but wi th the air blowing through model burners,
a
In addition to the experimental approach an attempt was
made to develop a theoretical analysis of the problem. This
analysis consisted of considering the two diraentional problem
only. Using conformal mapping techniques, the fluid flow in
the furnace was mapped giving the free stream velocity distri-
bution across the rear wall. Then considering the problem as
one of heat transfer through a turbulent boundary layer on a
flat plate, a relationship for Nusselt Number in terms of ,the
Reynolds Number using the velocities previously calculated
was derived and the results of this derivation compared with




ANALYSIS OF TEST RESULTS
Figures 1 through 10 are plots of Njju vs. N^q plotted on
log-log paper. It is evident that for each value of D and
a
Ap t the test spots plot in straight lines. Therefore, Nj^u is
definitely a function of Npe to some power a; and a will be
equal to the slope of the lines.
With the equipment available for these tests, it was im-
possible to vary the Prandtl Number of the gas. Therefore,
the value of the exponent ji is assumed to be 1/3. This is
in agreement with the equations for forced convection heat
transfer over various shaped surfaces as given by McAdaras^',
and Jakob' ^»10,H} The differences in most of these equations
lies in the exponent of Np and in the constant.
From Figures 1 through £ for the case of air discharging
through plain circular orifices, the value of a is 0.8? for
all curves. There are some slight variations in slope, but
they are small enough to be considered negligible. Therefore,
for fluid discharging through circular orifices and impinging
on the boiler rear wall, the equation of convection heat
transfer is:
^ 7 (
*J>- *»(§?) ^F (5)
Where the values of oC are given in Table 1, and Cp,y<^, and
k are evaluated at the film temperature.
For the case of air discharging through burners, analysis




5, 7, and 9. However, at D "10. $, the value of a increases
"d"
to 1.0. Therefore, the following are the equations for con-
vection heat transfer with fluid discharging through burners
and impinging on the boiler rear wall:
for ^S9 hj- ^(gp/W) 1-5





where the values of oc^ are given in Table 2 and Cp,^, and
k are again evaluated at the film temperature.
Table 1 Values of oL for Equation £
Air Discharging Through Plain Circular Orifices
•
3 «5 V 9 \0.<5
11.47 .Ol Q<5 .OlfeO .012,7 .Ol lO .0095
15.2,9
i
.02,10 .017^, .0139 .Ol 16 .o\&o
ZZ.B .0174 .0\7£, •0\^G .Ol/^3 .OIZ/3
45.S
.OI5T, .0141 .0\K,7 .Ol Ife .0107
Table 2 Values of ot for Equations 6 and 7
Air Discharging Through Typical Marine Burners.
3 5 T 9 IC5
U.47 .CICB .008G OOG9 .0057 .OOU7
\5.ZS
.0103 .008& oo&9 .CO "5 7 .OOl \~7
fc3.9 CO90 .0075 .0058 .00^9 .OOO93
4<5.B CC75
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Considering the two dimensional case only, the plan
view of the boiler furnace may be considered as a semi-
( 12 )infinite strip in the z plane vx '. The burner is assumed
to be a source in the front wall a distance r from the side
wall. The effective width of rear wall is assumed to be 2r«
Thus, the boiler furnace with one central burner orifice can
be represented by the following figure:
e. puam£
Using the Schwarz-Christoffel theorem , the solution
for the free stream velocity along the rear wall may be obtained
in the following manner:
The flow in the t plane may be represented thus:




where H is at t - -1, at t - 1, and F at t = k
and k > 1,
The deflection angles at H and G are ^~/2 and at F it
is zero. Therefore, the Schwarz-Christoffel theorem
may be written as follows:
.-Ku
Applying the boundary conditions as follows:
o =» ^ao^^
-1 CO -v 'S tio-r Ci.Ci.-u~ CO = o
/Vr vA-
}
^ = ^ T> , ~fc = - \
l^_ - Co^-^'V-O c<e- Cos»« i t> ^ - I
«,^rr. Cos.** 'uD =. Cos. O - \
For a source at F:
Since the total strength of the source is -Q, in the
upper half of the t plane only (^ circle) m*_ = ~^pr •
oo= -Ql SU. C-tr-\=0
-Z I -

e><e. ^0.-= Cos,** -£3C
Substituting into the equation for w gives:
<oo a --^ jo^ [cjoi-w.~^s _ clow* ~^ir
7
^ L ^ "o J.
Stagnation points will occur where ^o -
Therefore, this is true of Mr _
^r = 3C SvVivvlL^- - o
>
C^OT. ^>no^ ^T*~ =• L ^i^iTT = O
Therefore, -^ = ^ O is a stagnation point also.
To get free stream velocity along rear wall,
where /u x and aj^ are velocity components in the x and0"
y directions respectively.
"i>tN>*V T5-*ts
Along the rear wall, 2-= * -v »• ^
.-. ^vt** ~R* - - Siva^TgS fcuowfc «. - X-* L"fc.
-<ZZ -

In a like manner:
COS.H ~n-fc = _ co^-h "3CL
^.iwivA IX
Therefore, equating real and imaginary parts, along









using this velocity. Due to the complexities of the
geometry, attempts to analyze the problem in three dimensions,
or even allow for the fact that the surface is composed of
tubes, proved fruitless. Therefore, it became necessary to
simplify the problem.
As an approximation one can consider the boiler rear
wall as a flat plate with a turbulent boundary layer.
*&&£?




The origin of the axis system chosen will be at the
stagnation point In the corner between the side Atoo rear
wall. To simplify the problem greatly, only the two dimensional
case will be considered. It can be seen that for unit width
in the z direction:
JLc = JLa Su+. where &, is heat trans
-
.<? c^q £v^ n <^q
ferred to the wall over a unit length in the x direction.
where \; is the velocity of the fluid at y
/ifris the temperature of the fluid above the wall
temperature.
Likewise: V ycP ATc5u + ^~ y<i 9 xr^ cl-
over the distance <£* the increased volume of fluid in
the boundary layer may be represented by A_
J
Ar
<^\ ); £/- •
This increased volume of fluid brings in a quantity of
heat equal to A.\- Ooe ~ro i^rs. ^rerv\f>e"eACTOZJE "Ox^^-e^
evce C^TC
AV I aj dU 1 /=> G-p ^To^
Due to continuity for steady state operation:
%^*\ % x — £X<D = O
o Jo
y>
- iTx \?f ^ *•**%*+- &% ^ -
- A/-4 -

Combining terms and dividing by Sbf. gives:
oL QP - J^L_
\o i> x
/V




However, von Karman (9 ) gives the velocity distribution as:
Aj = A)„ f Jit:
10
(10)and Rubesin vxv/ , simplifying the equation for b by
omiting the buffer layer and assuming a somewhat thicker
boundary layer, gives the following relationship for b:
b = © . "5.1 1 ^( -J - \ «3W "X
By assuming that at vj^<c\t=r£ ^ at
A.T- = &-V„( ^\-V
C<0
e)
Substituting for \r moo M
|
^x o'^O
Since both aj and b will vary with x:
e>e_
Av - - oHv c ? ^ -^L^K]
or integrating with respect to x between the limits of
to x gives:
where the s^bs^evprr x denotes the quantity evaluated at x.
Substituting b= .^,-n -J2lS\*
\iAJ^K.
V \eu^> s






Seleoting values of depth between r and 1^», and substi-
tuting values of x from to 2r into Equation 8 gives values
of [aj *"] • Raising each value of fj^o^'A to tn« «8 power
and taking a Simpson's mean gives ^JoK '>'l
where C^ is given below:
= a
. [% -T
V~ 3.M" ^r-Y}e:t*T>\ -AV-
£> .'o^O
. 1%^ .V*A - lilr
Noting that Lr^- \ * ^b^ and substituting the above
values of [o ^"]
Ay = .0^(0 a, \/_
into Equation 9 gives:
VQ. V e PA
Since r = D, D/2, D/3» DA respectively, the following
equation may be written:
JU^> ^ fyO-I^ T' gp^-
^_
where cK^ is given by Table 3«
Table 3 - Values of oCt for Equation 10 .
O/r \ X 3 *H




DT BCUSSTON OF RESULTS
In comparing the results obtained with circular orifices,
burners for Di 9, and burners with D > 9, care must be taken
"3 o
to note that each case has a different power of NRe as
well
as different values of <?C . For example, using air with
Npe - 300,000 and N Pr .7 gives:
u ^ J. ( 5l,soo)
Circular orifice — %u " «
BurnersD £ 9 - ^ - <*J>*,*°°>




Although the values of NNu will diverge somewhat due
to
changes in NRe , the values
for the above case are plotted in
Figure 11 and several general trends are evident.
N with circular orifices is roughly $(# greater thanNu
with burners. Since the use of burners imparts a whirling
motion to the fluid, the sideward velocity is considerably
in-
creased while the forward velocity is decreased. Therefore,
the convection of heat by efflux into the boundary
layer will
be proportionately reduced and the burners will
give a lower
value of heat transfer
•
Andther interesting aspect is that beyond D of 9 the
curves of %u for burners falls off sharply. It is apparent
that beyond this point the free area through the
screen tubes
is large and the forward velocity small so that
the fluid




some stagnation from occuring. The net affect is a resultant
decrease in heat transfer. With circular orifices, however,
the major component of velocity is forward; and the fluid reached
the rear wall in all cases within the ranges tested. From this
dropping off, it may be assumed that in actual boiler furnaces
the convection heat transfer to the rear wall is negligible
beyond D 9» This is substantiated with observations on
a
marine boilers where D of 9 would mean a depth of about 12 feet.
Although the curves for Ap_ of 22.9 anoIj.5.8 cross the other
curves for the orifice case, the general trend of both the
orifice curves and burner curves is the same. Also, With
reference to Figure 12, it is evident that as Ap_ decreases, <x
first increases to a maximum value and then decreases again.
For the circular orifices the value of Ajp_ for maximum o(,
o
Ao
becomes larger as depth increases. This may be interpreted
to mean that at greater depths maximum heat transfer will
occur with smaller orifices. For the burners, all the curves
are similar and maximum o<^b is at A£ of about 13. Beyond that
Ao
point there is no advantage in adding more burner area.
A search of the current literature revealed that
McAdams(3) gives the following equation attributed to Colburn
for heat transfer through a turbulent boundary layer with flow
parallel to a plane surface:
2
-4w fU^l3 = O.Q5fe__
With suitable transformation, this becomes:
<kir - O.o-SG \^^=\ (" CP^-1 3 (11)
%,& -

This equation Is of the same form as Equation 9 except
that the Prandtl Number, ]_&? "xx/ kz. J is to the
1/3 power. In addition, McAdams gives the following relation-
ship attributed to Jurges for flow of air at room temperature






where V\ /VVL is expressed in ^yne- ft z- oe&.f. \NmftL At
and V is in ft/sec. The factors for Equation 12 are given
in Table ij..
Table k - Factors for Equation 12
V1 < it r/sec IG FT/i6c< Va< ICO PT/sec
CL, b, na n^
-^
b, m





0.2,3 l.o o o.^ 0.7S
Tt is clear that the value of A^ is dependent on (V )'
when V > 16 ft/sec. but is dependent on V1 with V1 < 16 ft/sec.
With the burners at D - 10.5, Equation 7 shows the same
dependence on the velocity, rather than the velocity to the
.9 power. As previously stated, some stagnation must occur on
the rear wall beyond D = 9, and thus the mean velocity would
a
be very low - even below 16 ft/sec
Since very few tests have been run on heat transfer by
fluid impingement, there is very little data available for
"Z9 -

comparison purposes, Friedman and Mueller ^ ran some tests
on air impinging on a horizontal heated plate and obtained
the following equation:
^V, - £, G (13)
where C^ was dependent on the plate and the spacing of the
discharge orifice from the plate. C^ varied from .011 to
i
•321 depending on the geometry. The geometry of these tests was
considerably different from that of a boiler furnace so no
comparison can be made.
Holmboe and Hove ' give the following equation for
impingement on a flat copper plate in the same boiler model
used in these tests:
\
Q±^ V (Ik)USD = .0-3^0 S Lr--^
The value of of .0258 is slightly higher than the values
of .0095 to .021 found in the present tests for air discharging
through orifices. This discrepancy is due to the lower ex-
ponent of Np found by Holmboe and Hove. The lower value of
the exponent is believed due to inability of the equipment to
maintain steady state at high rates. This caused their plots
to curve over, and thus the resulting line had a lower slope.
This equation gives a value of %u of 738 for the case of
Np
=
.7 and NRe « 300,000. This is approximately the mean
value of the curves of N« for the orifice oase as plotted in
Figure 11. It is of interest that the use of tubes instead of
a flat plate made very little change on the heat transferred.
This would support the use of the projected rear wall heat
transfer surface In the calculation of h in Appendix E.
-•30

In analyzing the theoretical solution, no direct com-
pari son can be made since Np
e
is actually based on the
velocity along the rear wall rather than the mass flow through
the burners. Since G = Wg and A is zero for a source,
has no meaning in this solution as it would be infinite.
However, since the Reynolds Number is represented by /fL£_
it is of interest to note that /=> — ia the mass flow along the
rear wall. If ^ ^^ equaled ^5 where G is mass flow
through the burners, a direct comparison could be made.
Since for a constant value of Reynolds Number, N^ is pro-
portional to e\. , ot is plotted in Figure 11 for the sake
of examining the trend of the curve. Tn the model, r was 6W
and d was 2" } therefore, for comparison purposes D may be assumed
"d*
to equal 3D, It may be seen that the shape of the curve is
r
similar to the burner curves with the exception that the dr6p
off beyond D = 9 is not included in the theory. It is inter-
a
esting to note that the curve is steep at shallow depths and
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APPLICATION TO DESIGN
As previously stated, the method of calculating furnace
exit temperature is one of equating the heat given up by the
gasses to the heat absorbed by the furnace surfaces and solving
for the exit gas temperature. The rigorous solution of the
problem would involve equating radiation plus convection to
the heat given up by the gas using the following equation^:
• . .(IS)
(
where Sc is cold surfaoe, PEPA is the combined shape emissivity
factor, TF is effective flame temperature, Tc gas side tem-
perature of the cold surface, U
c
is the coefficient of convection
heat transfer, Tm is the mean temperature difference, Sv is
the projected heat transfer surface of the rear wall, WF is
weight of fuel, R is air to fuel ratio by weight, LHV is the
low heating value of the fuel, qf is the enthalpy of the fuel
above to> (ta - t ) is the temperature of the air above tQ ,
Cp is the specific heat of the incoming air, and q~ is the
sensible heat of the flue gas at the furnace exit temperature Tg.
However, the question remains as to what value of &Tm
should be used in the convection problem. The flame temperature
TF is too high a gas temperature since the gasses in the vicinity
of the boiler rear wall have been found to be considerably
cooler'. -> * '. In obtaining the data presented herein, the
-"3«5

gas was assumed to enter the boiler front at some constant
initial tempera ture. In the actual furnace, combustion takes
place after the fuel and air enter the furnace) while in the
test apparatus, combustion was assumed to have taken place
prior to blowing the gasses into the furnace. Therefore, in
order to use the data as presented, the assumption must be
made that combustion has taken place and the gasses have
assumed some initial temperature prior to impinging on the
rear wall*
The easiest way to handle this is to first calculate
the furnace exit temperature TE using only the radiation
portion of Equation 15« The gasses are then assumed to impinge
on the rear wall at this temperature TE . Using the following
equation, a corrected temperature of the gas leaving the




where TE was previously calculated-3 and TQ is the outside
temperature of the rear wall tube s, and may be considered
equal to the temperature of the boiling water within the tubes
T 3 , since the coefficients of heat transfer through the metal
and to a boiling liquid are very high. Sw is the projected
area of the rear wall heat transfer surface, Wg r Wa -v- Wf ;
Cp is the specific heat of the gas evaluated at the average
i

gas temperature -=—— ' , and Uc is given by the following:
For change of state, the coefficient of heat transfer through




be neglected. Likewise, k^ the thermal conductivity of the
tube wall, may also be neglected unless the wall thickness is
large. Therefore, U c ^ Jrv , and h may be found from
Equation 6 repeated below:





o^ ju = ^ _sl1 fe. r<^]* d7)
where Cp , /x , and k are evaluated at the film temperature




Values of cL are plotted in Figure 13 vs. D/d and Ap/A .
In computing G, the vanes in the registers are not allowed
for; therefore:
G* = ^i- (19)Ao
where Wg is the total weight of gas and A is the
total
burner area.
By estimating T1# the film temperature and average gas
temperature are computed. Using these, Uc and Cp are determined
and T± solved for using Equation 16. With this new Tlt the
process is repeated solving for another value of T^. Usually
-"5 7-

two estimates will converge on the solution with enough
accuracy for engineering calculations.
This correction for rear wall convection may be considered




One of the basic assumptions made In analyzing this
problem is that the gas enters the boiler front at some
initial condition. In actual practice, oil and air enter
through the atomizers and air register respectively; the
oil ignites, and the burning gasses expand outward. The
total weight of gas is equal to the weight of air and oil to-
gether. This doesn»t change in the combustion process; but
the velocities do.
In spite of this, the data presented for the fluid dis-
charging through burners should give a good approximation of
the heat transfer by convection in the boiler rear walls.
The method of applying this data is given in*«c pr-toro**, seeuoo.
In general, the following conclusions may be drawn in
regards to the convection heat transfer in boiler rear walls:
1. At depths beyond D/d = 9 the heat transfer is negligible.
2. The heat transfer is a function of D/d and Ap/Ao, and
the use of these parameters in testing was oorrect.
3. There is no increase in heat transfer by reducing
Ap/Ao beyond a value of about 13.
Ij.. In computing the heat transfer, the projected area




The following recommendations may be made as a result
of this study:
1, Tests should be run on models with the tubes at
various spacing and backed by both tangent and "T" tile
to determine if the use of the projected area would be
Justified in these cases,
2. Further small scale testing such as this should
be done using liquids as the fluid. This would allow more
accurate measurement of velocity, weight of fluid, and
temperature since radiation would be virtually eliminated.
The use of liquids would also allow the Prandtl Number of
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In order to effectively evaluate the convection heat trans-
fer on the boiler rear wall, it was necessary to simulate with
models the fluid flow and heat transfer phenomina that occur in
a boiler furnace. To accomplish this, a model boiler was used.
Air supplied by a turboblower through a flow meter was blown
through the model. The heat transfer was accomplished by re-
versing the normal boiler process and allowing the heated rear
wall to heat the air. By measuring the weight of air flowing
and inlet and outlet temperatures, the actual heat transferred
to the fluid could be computed.
Therefore, with reference to Figure A-l, the testing
apparatus consisted of a model boiler, steam generator, turbo-
blower, flow meter, and associated valving and instruments.
The model boiler (see Figure A -2) was a modification of
the 12 inch model used by Holmboe and Hove < >. It consisted
of a plywood box similar to a boiler furnace with an adjustable
front, tubular rear wall, and a row of dowels representing the
screen tubes in a marine boiler. The furnace front was a mov-
able copper plate containing the burner orifices. The scale
chosen was 1/8 inch = 1 inch; so that the two inch orifices
represented 16 inch diameter burners. By moving this plate,
the furnace depth could be varied from 6 to 21 inches.
Four
different orifice plates were constructed with 1, 2, 3, and k




center of area of the orifices coincided with the center of
the plate. Tn addition they were cut 34" between centers to
correspond with normal boiler practice of 26 inches.
The tubular rear wall (see Figure A-3) was a series of
thirty-two 3/^ w O.D. copper tubes brazed into an upper and
lower header. The lower ends of the tubes were curved through
slightly less than a right angle to give flexability for thermal
expansion. Sufficient length was allowed so that a 12 inch by
12 inch flat surface of tangent-tubes was exposed to the im-
pinging fluid. The upper header was fitted with a steam inlet
and a combination vent and pressure tap. The steam was dis-
tributed in the header through a length of 3/8" O.D. copper
tubing, plugged at the end, and drilled with l/l6w holes whose
combined area was equal to the cross sectional area of the inlet
line. The lower header was fitted with a condensate drain.
As installed in the model, the tubes were backed by 1 inch of
asbestos cement, and the headers insulated with rock wool pad-
ding.
Steam for heating the model rear wall and to run the
turboblower was supplied by a Clayton Steam generator. Steam
to the rear wall passed through a needle valve into a moisture
separator, A small tangential hole admitted the steam with a
swirling motion, separating the entrained water which drained
out the bottom. The dry steam passed out the tap to the upper
header and into the tubular rear wall. The condensed steam
drained into the lower header and out the condensate drain.
-A^\ ~

4 The turboblower was an Alii s -Chalmers aircraft turbo-
supercharger with the nozzle blocks modified to take steam.
Saturated steam at 110 psig, as provided by the steam generator,
passed through a regulating valve and a throttle valve provid-
ing a nozzle chest pressure of 50 psig, A bypass was used to
direct any excess air back through the turbine and out the
exhaust.
The flow meter was a concentric, square-edge orifice meter
fitted with flange taps. The meter was installed in sufficient
straight length of 3 inch standard pipe to insure accurate read-
ings, A 2,11[|. inch diameter orifice was used, and the pressure
drop across this orifice was read directly in inches of water
on a differential manometer,
» •
>
In addition to the above, manometers were installed to
measure positive steam pressure in the model rear wall and air
v
pressure in the Inlet chamber of the model boiler.
Two mercury thermometers were installed, one in the air
inlet chamber and one in the stack, to measure the A T of the
air through the boiler. They had a range of 51° C. and were
o
graduated in 0.1 C, allowing the temperature to be read quite
o
accurately to the nearest ,02 C.
A small balance and a timer were originally used for
measuring and timing the steam condensed in the rear wall.
However, this was eliminated when good agreement could not be




Model burners similar in geometry to those used on marine
boilers were constructed. They could be attached to the ori-
fice plate in the furnace front and imparted a swirling motion
to the air as it entered the furnace. Details of the burners
are shown in Figure A-l|.
A description of the test procedure and method of oper-
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Figure A-5 View of Model Boiler Taken from Rear Wall
End
Figure A-6 View of Model Boiler Taken from Inlet End
- 5-0-A -

Figure A-7 View of Model Boiler With Doors Open
JUN 60
Figure A-8 Burner Orifice Plate with Four Burners
- *50 - V3 „-







The procedure for preparing the model and running a test
Is as follows:
1. While the steam generator was coming up to pressure,
the model was made ready for the test. The desired orifice
plate and partition necessary for a given depth were selected
and assembled in the model with the orifice plate against the
screws In the floor. After insuring that the split rubber
tubing on the partition and the rubber tubing seals around
the doors and orifice plate assembly were properly located, the
doors were closed and tapped with a hammer to set the points on
the orifice plate assembly Into the wood. The trunk snaps were
then closed, squeezing the rubber tubing and making an air tight
seal.
2. At this point all the manometers were adjusted to zero
and the two thermometers checked for Identical readings.
3. When the steam generator was up to pressure, the
turboblower was warmed up and the speed slowly increased to
maximum speed. The bypass control, in the combustion chamber
on the turbine, was closed and the air regulating valve opened
wide (see Figure A-l). Steam was next cut into the rear wall;
and the vent valve, water trap drain valve, and condensate drain
valve adjusted to allow a wisp of steam to flow out. This in-
sured that the rear wall was completely filled with steam and
no condensate or air were trapped in it. The steam pressure
-5i -

in the rear wall was adjusted with the needle
valve to a posi-
tive pressure of one Inch of mercury.
This pressure was main-
tained throughout the testing. The apparatus
was allowed to
run at this maximum rate for about 20 to 30
minutes until It
was completely warmed up.
k. During the above warm-up
time, the barometric pressure
was recorded as was the wet and dry bulb
temperature which was
taken with a sling psychrometer. These
readings were also taken
and recorded at the end of the test. The
average were used to
determine the specific humidity using the
psychrometric charts
( 17 \
in Ellenwood and Mackey
5. After the apparatus was warmed up,
the bypass was
opened to the turbine and the weight flow of
air adjusted by
closing the air regulating valve. Originally
the weight flow
was adjusted by throttling the steam to the turbine,
but this
proved unsatisfactory as the blower tended
to hunt. Therefore,
in order to maintain a steady state, the
turbine was run at top
speed at all times and the weight flow
of air regulated by by-
passing the excess. This method of control
proved quite satis-
factory.
The steam pressure in the rear wall
was then adjusted and
the transfer of heat allowed to reach
a ateady state. This
could be determined by observing when
the inlet and outlet
temperatures remained fa5rly constant.
6. When steady state was reached,
the burner orifice and
flow meter heads were recorded in inches
of water. The first
-«32. -

temperature reading was then recorded, followed by the second
and third at two minute intervals. The flow meter head was
again checked, and if unchanged, the next weight flow would be
tested, Tf a change in flow was noted, the run would be re-
peated,
7. After adjusting to the next weight flow, and while
awaiting steady state, the average inlet and outlet temperature
was calculated. Using this T^ and T2» AT through the model
was recorded. The value of AT
-^/ah^ was then plotted
against V^Hp • This gave a good check on the consistency
of the data from point to point since:
But Gl = W^ cP A.T and JX ^ A^ATM
Therefore, M - ^ ^ T ^ -
or since C-y is nearly constant, Jc\ ^ AtV^1 ^
and since Ni Wu.= J!^g , ^W ~ ATT-^^
^~0




M Ce ^ ^/ ^ U
Since NNu was assumed to be proportional to NRe to some
'p-power, then on a log-log plot <^t \j^u F vs. V &u,
should plot as a straight line. This proved to be an excellent
way of checking for points in error while still testing. A
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TEST DATA SHEET NUMBER J _
TANGENT TUBE MODEL .^1*2^1_BURNERS
\~XU ORIFICE t&), fe " FURNACE DEPTH, 2.114" FLOW METER
AMBIENT CONDITIONS
START F1N15M AVERAGE
WET BULB TEMPERATURE ^-Q 'F , p^~_ °F , 23^1T
DRY BDLB TEMPERATURE ll^L * , lfL°_ -F , 2£*2S*?
BAROMETER *£L33--H* , 3^LL "H* , ^2l^ .H.
REAR WALL STEAM PRESSURE_L_ "«. GAGE ., SPEC. HUM._^1
GRAINS
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*3 * G-3o W.<b -».."" *
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4C=..foO 46.70 AQs.SO 'AC .TO
"-*
"S.OS" G.tf \.-?«o




Tfc A-?.T2> AH-tsO <-}.%*5" AT""3!
•
5-
• l.-Vo" A.o \."i-p
T. -,"7. 1Q "20. VO ~V7. V«5" V>.A~a u.ao yLO.VCo
~>*H.li
T» *V«?.~iO 4V3T ^^AO *t%T."?S
£ V=\.OD '2-i.O "S.~7^
T, ~^AO -"t.vx ~~?.5© S^.v-^ Vo.fot SSr.^


























TEST DATA SHEET NUMBER V-fi
DATE IQ-i-^-trS^
TANGENT TUBE MODEL W rrv^co-r- ftpRNFPS
\^k ORIFICE Cs), fe " FURNACE DEPTH, 2.114" FLOW METER
AMBIENT CONDITIONS
START FINISH AVERAGE
WET BULB TEMPERATURE C5%.*5 'F ^ *5 °F *5^ • Q °F





REAR WALL STEAM PRESSURE
_J "UaGAGE






AH. V^h", TEMPERATURE °C AT AT
°F
m^ShTRIAL 1 £ 3 AVG.
\ W.io "2-1,. o ^.."&3
T, ^e.oc ^s.\s ^•^.Q-o 3.^. V3>
ci.->«r n.'oi <S,"7.1
Tx *V*.fc\S ^w^o A-^.^D -^rH-Vlf
% u.^o \"?s.<5o ^."S^
T, 3A.70 "^.•5^ ^.SO 3^.<o"7
H.ox Ub.V*> <o«5.o
T„
-^3.CdO •^"i.&o ^3. lot -Vb.5^
3 7.00 V3i.fc X&><5-
T
,




4 <o.2o °1.7 Q-.X'fe- T, V*.^0 M.3S 3>^Ao M.-26
-
^.5G -^•>..x
Tfc <^.So -=VH-fe^ -Vt.7o
"
-
*5 Tt.oo ^.^Y \.^\^t
T, ^^.lO a^.o-s- M-OD M.05 W.AV 3£>.<b5"
-i«\.X
T* ^S.foO AS.'S-O -A'o.S'o <V5.<53
G v\.^e- te.ts- z.^°\
T, B^.^O ^.%o 3^.-70 3^.7">
vo.\>s- Vfe-.-3-V &V-^
T,. 4-^.^0 <=n5i<5- •^V^.^o -v^.^o.
7 °IC50 Vt.O 3o%-
T, 3^>5S- 3^.<b&" 2^.">0 ^V.<b4
\O.V\ \"5S.«5a. sol. \
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T, 5"3.oo '^'o.OO 3-H-et'5- *-\5iV-
tO.*~) v^.^sr "2>t.Q>
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TEST DATA SHEET NUMBER V-g
DATE 1Q-IG-B9
TANGENT TUBE MODEL Wn>\o«jr BURNERS
-fr" ORIFICE f&\ G " FURNACE DEPTH, 2.114" FLOW METER
AMBIENT CONDITIONS
START * FINISH
WET BULB TEMPERATURE *=>7->Q T
>
^.(=,0 °F













AH, AH, VST, TEMPERATURE °C AT
°C
AT
at^ShTRIAL 1 2. 3 AVG.
1 lto.5"0 jc^.o ^.<=H
T, 3~?.^0 "ST."? 5 37.^0 37.TJ g.SS \5.9o G^.G




T, 3"?.OO 3fe-cl& "St,.^ -B^S")
'tt.SO \.G.OX «5G.^
T» ^5.^0 -^•5.%S- A5-%?^V<5.*7
3 lO.^O n.G "S.Z^
T, 3G.***" 3fc.%0 ^50,. 70 Sfc.'SSi
^.VG \G.<SO «5"5.-^
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-=\t..O'= ^fc.OO ^Vo.^O -A'o.^lS'
T 8.30 l^.fo £-8S




-4t."?>0 a«( .a ,5
5 6.&0 U.O 2.^9
T. ^>G,.°lfc> 31.00 2.7. OO ^."^
9.G«o V"7."31 A'6.3
T* ^(oC^ ^t.ts- Afe.fo5 ^t.fe^
G ^.lO s.-v ^.os
T,
^SG.fe^ ^.t.^o ^Cc.^D ^(b-'irtr \0.00 l^.oo 3G.<o
Tfc ^%>S" Afe.^o ^fe.^tO ^Cfc"*-
7 £.00 4.^ \4H T, =5t.10 ^>fe.7<5 ^4,.<i>0 •^C.tSs VO.Sr^ m.GO 2.7.7
T» <^"7.fe>o -<V7-<bO 41.5o -V>.<57
8 1 .00 3.& V.OO

























REAR WALL STtAM PRE:
'PENDIX C
STA SHEET NUMBER 2u
ATE 9-X1-3-Q
E. MODEL Wi thou-r BURNERS
42_JLFURNACE DEPTH, 2.U4" FLOW METER
NT CONDITIONS
START FINISH AVERAGE
^ 7^- 7 T 7jt. ? °f 9^ 7 «F
E £2i ^"°F , $?s.a-F , SA_^5*F









atVSh,TRIAL 1 Z. 3 AVG.
/ /v.3- ^/•^ £*/
Ti A//.&O 4J- 96 42. /<r 4J.9o
G.70 /a. on *4&.ot* Hg./f m?.f/> 41.te 4x.LD
X /3.0 /P.319 3.605-
T, 4&A& *ti.A> ^3-3o 42. 2X




, 4/. In 4fi3d> 4/.3 6> &.29
7-<?f /4SS 47.00T* 4<t.Xo 49. 3>o 49- 30 ^9-27
H y.y ftf. (pj l.a66~
T, 4/.SO 4/-6>/> 4/. 6 2 4/j?
P./p /4. 72 4S.25r% WiS 4Q,?7 </9?o 49-73-
5~
7. <?£ /Z56" !•?/
T. 4/.S& 4/ 90 42.06 4/ 9o
$.3o M93 *#?*T, JTo.2f> 5o-^o So.01 so.iu -"
t* 6./0 £.7tf Ad7
T, 42.00 42. oc 42.08 42.0?
$,3* /S./O 372ST* fO.HO Sb.4o So.4
3
&.4f
7 5.0c 7-57 JJH
T, 42.03 4-2. as 42.46, 44 Zi
P.so /S. So At/-*T, So.U}<so.7; fo. zrr So, 73
* $.45 y.*y /?/
T, VJ-3Q 4139 42.4o 42.36
&-70 AT.6* 29.f*
T
«. S/-OD ST/.A9 s-A/c y/.na>
9 AJO 4^^r /-fa
T, /fa..9S 42.28 42-2S 42 29
9-04- /to. 28 2.3.6aT„ s/ps J7.&S J7. 4o S733
/<? /.(? /• P /o
T, 4/.QO 4/ f?3 4/.7S 4183










.TEST DATA SHEET NUMBER £U " A
DATE /o- 9-J-9
TAWGENT TUBE MODEL S ixTMOfj ~r BURNERS
%
I
OR»FlCE(sV /O " FURNAPE DEPTH 2.114" FLOW METER
AMBIENT CONDITIONS
START FINISH
WET BULB TEMPERATURE 7V> 7 T , 7V-^ °F
DRY BULB TEMPERATURE 2SL2* T ??£ °r
BAROMETER 2.9 ?Q "Mo. ^^. ^>"H^
AVERAGE
J~7.<? "He
REAR WALL STEAM PRESSURE










AT^AHTRIAL 1 z 3 AVG.
/ /y. «« -?.?./ 3-ySs
T, Vo. Uo 4o^5 tfo-bn 40 -3
2
6-&o /2 14 V5-.7T* V7-20 4-?'.3sr S-/7-40 4?. 33.
^ /tf '3<9 /7- 7 *.a.i
T, 4o 3d l6>..2G 4c. 4o </r>.1*
7,21 /I.J/ 43. /T* v?.^ 47- 6s V?./ s-
t
-tf2fr<4
3 8.OS- /^^T ZZ4
T. 4o £>£> VO.60 tfo-to 4o.d,&.




T. 4r. 7<r Vo.Sd 4o?S 4io.B&
n.97 /*..*>* 12-40T* 4& -7C> 4&.8A ^9o *ft.8o
J~ 3,0a L.Vff / r<?a.
T. Vo&S 4/0.?o Yo.fe y».9»
8.5-/ /5.3X 1L.6T„ 4<?>3S 4? 43 tff-Vs 49-4/
6 /,?>£> y.44 /-'¥
T, //0.70 4of,?> 4/0.66 Vo 67


















TEST DATA SHEET NUMBER .?-<? -
TANGENT TUBE K^nnFi wn-hao-f- BURNERS
•-A~ ORIFICE C&), ><? " FURNACE DEPTH, 2.1 1A* PLOW METER
AMBIENT CONDITIONS
START FINISH AVERAGE
WET BULB TEMPERATURE H'3 *F , ^jlS. °F , ^'V *F
DRY BULB TEMPERATURE 4^Z_ °F , <LZ^_ °F , <££-*-
°F
BAROMETER ic^'H* , A**'**.. , A^f'jJ*
REAR WALL STEAM PRESSURE_^_ "»* GAGE , SPEC.
HUM. _£iL GRAINS
" lb DRY A»R.
_ (=, * -

APPENDIX C.
TEST DATA SHEET NUMBER
DATF ?-ZO- S?
^L
TANGENT TUBE MODEL ^/^n U /- BURNERS
'-2. // .ORlFlCE(S)
)
iV__LFURNACE DEPTH, Z.\ 14" FLOW METER
AMBIENT CONDITIONS
START F1N1SM
WET BULB TEMPERATURE 72. -9 °F
>
79. jgr °F















































































































































































TEST DATA SHEET NUMBER "5-fr
DATE to- X\-^°i
TANGENT TUBE MODEL W rmOCT- BURNERS •





























TRIAL I £ 3 AVG.
/ /6.*S" 3--3.0 ^.0"3
T, 3S. OO s-^.tsr 3S-.oo 34-^^
7-XD IZ. !! 0~2.i
T* 42.50 4-<>-.IS" +7*~v
2- /3.90 20. 3 3.73
T, 3f.^T 3^.S"0 340^ 3>=f.-44
7.SV 13.^1. 6t>. s"
,T» 41.03 4-.X.00 ^/.S-i 4-/.9S"
3 II.90 11. 7 3.^*3T
T, 3^.6.2. 34*,£& 3*ffb~ 3r9.5&
7.60 !3.<o7 47. %~T„ 4.2.0-© <&L.lf •n-isr 4UV
-4 Cj.lO w.^ 3. //




fc 41 13- >4i.n *2..t2- «4i.O
5" 7. ?6~ /I. 2. 2.^
T. 34.40 3f.^fo 34.4<5" 34-V2 7 7^ W.Ot. 3$.5^
T,
-*2...>C>
-M.3.0 -4*X> 42, *o
6 6.2-S" <?. fe 2-5-0
T, 3443 3-*6<9 34 6S" 3f-5S
7.S-X /•y.or 3T.X-
Tfc 4a. 30 4A40 42 ^s" •*2.3&"
?
-4.00 6.3 J.OO
T, 37'.fco 34.7S" 34.fe5- 3-f.67
7.JTG w./r Xtf*T. 4A.-ys~' -^2&o ^.5i" -«.S3
& /•9o -9.o /.3^r
T, 3*3y 3*4 o .3-44-0 3*3? fc^ is:/*" ^.r^T
. r-fck.7S" r42.S-o 4U.,$T> rV2.7j^
9 l Co 3.0 /•oo
T, 34. /O 33- 95" 3*OT> 3S+.0X.













TEST DATA SHEET NUMBER JL
DATE 't>'4>' ££
TANGENT TUBE MODEL ,(<V*-rte»t BURNERS
_ORIFICEO)
,
j£ !1FURNACE DEPTH, fc-UV FLOW METER
AMBIENT CONDITIONS
START ZiNlSW








DRY 0OLB TEMPERATURE &2d2- °E , £*L£_ T , _-
BAROMETER **£*^ . *^> » ^^ ^Wtlt^








TEST DATA SHEET NUMBER -7*-/? -
TANGENT TUBE MODEL /j/^g^-T BURNERS •
ORIFICEW, -iSUlFURNACE DEPTH, 2.U4" FLOW METER
AMB\ENT CONDITIONS
START FINISH AVERAGE
WET BULB TEMPERATURE SS.x °F , S^-SI °F , S2.&SC °F
DRY BULB TEMPERATURE <s£jC °F , <~2J_ °V , <eiL_2£ °F
BAROMETER 2&2fi_"H* , 32^«W , ^LafiSfH.
REAR WALL STEAM PRESSURE /_
,V U*GA6E
,







TEMPERATURE °C AT fF
T ^,/ahf -TFWAL 1 z. 3 AVG.
/ /SVaS"
'M.f 3.1/
Ti 36*^o Ile^ 3G.CO ^•^'
C.41 //.6*T -^i"T^ 4/9. to 4X9o ^3.«r •ya.?*-
z //. ?o
*-.<* 3^"
T, 3^.o o ~b4.oo 2^/C 3^.03
&43 //b~9 40. oT„
,4<c.-Yb~ 40.43 40.S~o 40.4<o
3 to.o< l(*.o 3.H
T
,




4<p.foS" 40.~?o '¥£>.! S~ 4/0.10
-f z.vf
IX.*? Z.*7
T, ^y.3o 34.40 34. bo &#f?
(o--)4 /x-e 3f-K_T
*. Ua £>o 41.^ 41. 3 <+hn
5^ £>.00 10. V? a^ttf
—
T. 3***>" l45*> 3*to 34Sx.
30. rT. jpistx ^i .So -4/.6o 41.S--L- 7.00 /JLfeo
Q, B.^6" 7.vtf APfSrt
T,
^y.-vb' ^.^o 3^.fcO W-.SX
7-%# /3.oz. PS.Sb'Tfc
-vc. >0 c4/.lX ^/.8-5T 4/nc*
7
/.*3
T, 3<4.Q>o 34.10 34 7b" Z4.bX'
1.42- /3-St, /?./<?Ta MtiL.Of <4±.I0 *a.f<T 79-X-io
gr l.&o !>.%< loo
T, 34.ST 34. S/ ^MAS-fl 34 S3
/MooT
. 4J-3o o^. -30 «W 3* -yi-3/ i.iis^yMoo
9 /2-Sro p-0-3
3&f
T, 3$-. ^r *<"*« 3S-.y^ 3^,fr/















TEST DATA SHEET NUMBER S "
DATE /o-L-S"?
TANGENT TUBE MODEL (jQ,>h out BURNERS
/-A ORlFlCEfSV J/ " RJRN&PF DEPTH 2.114" FLOW METER
AMBIENT CONDITIONS
5TART FINISH AVERAGE





DRY BULB TEMPERATURE ^.?.J" T , 87-
o
«F \ f&. ^5^F
BAROMETER ^g&g "H»
,
cZE^fl "H^. , St%Sli£L "«•















//(>.6>r> Ye 72 '//eo *&21











HA.qo VJ- 3X& SL. tl-A;





















































































^ TEST DATA SHEET NUMBER o~~-/9
DATE /»-/6-6V
TANGENT TUBE MODEL Mrw)nr BURNERS •














TEMPERATURE °C AT AT AT^HTRIAL 1 a 3 AVG.
/ /^.3i" ?>V. b" 3.9/s"
T,
30. og 2>Q,.(S 36.2 S~ 36-/3
£.c?o fo.jrb ^i3T* ofXOO «x (r ^XJ3 -*t./3
X /3.3s" JO- "3 3 6^
T, 3&./<T 36, oo 3ST.9n 3&.02-
6.AV
•
/A ?3 *^o.9n ^.3^ ^.^r ^.io ^..a.6
3 /e>.?o /7. 7 3.27
T,
3^.70 ?St9» >T.9d 3r.9 D
&.Hf //. 5" *" 3i.
r
T* «3o< *>fy ?o ^^.3? *w.a/
•¥ 5. 3s" /srr ;>.&>
T, 3^.<K" ^T.<)"r 36.00 3«-A")
6 bi- //-9/ -$*.*T* ^.s.6s ^^-5^ •VXfeo -va.s^
f 6-30 IOC 2.S7
T. 3&"Oo 36. or 36 <!>"" .36. or




?fe.^o 36-3o 3633. 36.3/




36- 3o 36-3-r 36-^O 36.^ A
G-J-G 1X1^ I9r.fT. -#3./S" *T3.tO <f3.(0 *3./2-
S' A<5o 3.*< f.OO.
t, 36. Oo 3S".9o 3i-»3- 3S".9o-













TEST DATA SHEET NUMBER ^ &
DATE 3- /e>- 60
TANGENT TUBE MODEL Co/+hoti+- BURNERS














TEMPERATURE °C AT AT
°F
atVahTRIAL 1 t 3 AVG.
/ /.•I- 9>9 SL£L J.fc>
T,
^^ .4c 34 SO 2£LhS. *a.sa
/r-<o? /n.StSi 39-9Tx a*, jo 32. Sin sy 30 3S-Sk>
-? /_?. as- /r.3- a*a
T, 3&6>n 3^. 57 3\RSZ> A>..*r&
S". 97 /o 7S 37. <?T* . &.ss- 3X.SS- 3k *sz> 3$\&3
3 /o fo /&>.& ^-7-/
T
1 3S. 3S 32. a? 3a.^o 3a. sa
fo'Jo //./* 16. 2.Tt 3f.*.<r 3g.o~o 38.^0 3?.^A.
y 7.4o j'3.0 ^?.fc?
T, 3 a. 3? 3<a.4o 3^.3£- 32.3-7
fo.,30 //.34 3a .<?TV 3S.6-7 3?vo 3#.d,^r 3X.(D 7
<r / -3s 9<7 o?- JBSL
T. 34.3* 34. SS 3s. 3o 34.22
d.<&3 //.-76> £9.6T, 12.80 AS. SO 3X.?3 s?.*r
^ 4>20 6.7 JL£^L
T, 3a. ao te23 to. 4o 32.4/
6 -73 /2. '2- s4
e
Tfc J>%-9o 3*.9f 3?.9jr zx.?4
7 •i.ao vv A73X
T,
Jte. 00 3i. 9o 3/ro 31-9o
/,.?? /2.5-f 27.7T» 3*4o 32 ?o 3ttr 37.89
-P* J. 00 44 A 44
T,
.i/.sa 3i.4o 31.3s Z/.o&L
72? /.S./O /f.<5^T. fit- 7S 38-70 3t.Cs £8-TO
f / Oo <>?.<? /.00
T, 2».Ss Sc.75 30-70 3G-77
















Li^Ll ORlFlCECs),. £> " FURNACE DEPTH £.114" FLOW METER
AMBIENT CONDITIONS
START FINISH AVERAGE
WET BULB TEMPERATURE e%lT °F
(
&/. 6 °F ^JZ_°F











AH, vsn; TEMPERATURE °C 'AT AT
°F
atVShTRIAL
1 2. 3 AVG. °C
/ /3.oo ^r.oo 3- foo^T
T, 16. (O 3fc. 3d 3&.*.C 36.J.X.
7.o/ ^2. 62_ •<«? <**V >¥3.tO ^3?o ^5.30 ^3.^3
2. /o.ro 33.00 3.**
T, ?3.7sr 33.ro 33.^2 33,SV
"7. 3b" /3 WT„ -tff.OO <*0.9o c^O.S-0 ttoftc
.3 ^•ro /JC? d9o
T
i 33. 3o 33 3s- 313/ 33.33
7. 6s" /3 ?*-" 39 <*
T*
•«©.9S~" SU.oo W.Oo +WXSS
-* 6.3S" /5T3i X<rx
T, 33. -Yi. 33-*o 33-5-/ 33^*y





-W.3^- y^f.HO */. 3S~"
r" *y.^0 /a 3 2.0<





*v.?c *t.rr ^.or ¥/.*7
^ 5.e?o £"?!f* i.m
T,
33.S-0 ^.-i.ein 3^,(50 37.9-/7
Sr. <bO /S" S~0
kj1 /. J
T*
"f^^YO *2-S-0 •flton ^-2-iTO
7 /Co *Y<Oo LOO
T,























TEST DATA SHEET NUMBER *"4
DATE th*o-S-q
TANGENT TUBE MODEL UJifL BURNERS
Jz±. ORIFICE (5V 6 " FURNACE DEPTH 2.U4" FLOW METER
AMBIENT CONDITIONS
START FlN\SW
WET BULB TEMPERATURE .jy.o T
(
jV- O T
DRY BULB TEMPERATURE JsLsL °F , 63:0 °V
BAROMETER Jo -34 "R,
,
3o,^?y "Ha













TEMPERATURE °C AT AT
AT^AH
TRIAL 1 2. 3 AVG.
|
—
/ /Z.2J> =?7^r a.a*
T,
^.Otf 32.6S- 3 2./0 3a . on
?./*- /J.X2 V6.6T* S9./0 39m 3^du? 39 tv
2. f/.o JM.J 3.33.
T, 32..QS- 32.. 3o 32. .^0 33..2.S
7.43 /3.3V 444T„ 39.S-0 39.70 39.es 3<t. dg
3 *?o /f.J 3.9*5-
T
1 31.70 3ji.QO 33. fS 32.9A
7.4t /3*J? 4o'.as-Tt s/o.36 4o.4c 4o./oO </o.4o
4 L -3d /r.^ A.37
T, 33. 3D .?3.yb 33.4s33 3s-
*7.&< /3,7f .54. 6T* 4o<?o rt.oo ^n./O 4/.0D
S~ 3.Do /7. 9 '.733.
T, 33-00 ZS.OO 33. ;o 33-03
?>/* /¥.£* ZS.&T* 4/./0 VA 'S 3). 3c 3), 18
& /. srn y# /D.2S
T, 33 00 3.3. 00 53osr 13.03-


















TEST DATA SHEET NUMBER _2
DATE tO-xi.-iJ
TANGENT TUBE MODEL liJiTH- BURNERS









6S---> °F , 6?. 3 °E , 69.0 °F
^fcS- "Mo. «^?.b5- "M&
}
.rt.fcaT' "Ha,











TRIAL 1 Z 3 AVG.
/ /3-«o Pfr.fe 3.fc&
T,
^s\re> ~ir.tr 3S\<tO "?s:g-6
£./*• //.o& MO,<Tx ^a.oo c**.o° c^XOO ^A.OO
2- K. bo >r.o 3l*06
T, 3S-.X) 3S\/X 3r.o* jr.12-
£.*0 //. !T3. n?T» <H(.&G •w.std <rf/.>wr <?/.S~J.
,3 10.>o J7, fe 3i/9<r
T
i yix-i -3H.Xb 3T.oo ^.r?




T, 3-ffio^r 3r:oo 3?.Oo VSLA-i-
6.^6 //&-/ 3-Y. o"T» ftf.ba «**.»• -w.^sr, *(. s-sr
<T 6.3S^ /<T.x ZS2-
T. 3H.<\0 3W.'rs- 3S^o 3-V.9<T
6.6"? /x.tfo 3o.xT* °4(. foa- ^fr.foo ^6s" p*A6 2-
& ^.2o [0.3- ?.o?
T, 3*?o 3S~.rO 3<T.?.o 3S\o?
6-7ST £U© P5". XTT* of/.S-o
-#.rr -fr^o •w-r^
7 ^.Oo s.y I.«(H
T,
5^.<Y0 •v/.o-sr 3*y.9.^ 3^f?3





r AOo *H, O Lob
T,
.
.3*60 l^.S^o 3V.30 3fsn


















A,a ORlFlCEO),^ ^FURNACE DEPTH, £.114" FLOW METER
AMBIENT CONDITIONS
?TART FINISH AVERAGE
WET BULB TEMPERATURE •££& °F , ^f °p S~</ 2S ~T=-
DRY BULB TEMPERATURE <^<? «T ,' <£vV -^ ^y. 9 «>F
BAROMETER
'2>i2^i("Ha
' 30.Q.4 «' H<i ', .^o.^V "H*
REAR WALL STEAM PRESSURE^ " U& GAGE









TEST DATA SHEET NUMBER
DATE /0--3O-S-?
TANGENT TUBE MODEL ^Jm4~ BURNERS
/-*'' ORIFICE fS^)
)



















AH, V^ TEMPERATURE °C AT AT
°F
at^ShTRIAL 1 2. 3 AVG.
1 /3./0 22r.^O 3.6°"
T,
-^st*.*- 3S~.&o 35-.?o ^T.fe6
^. Sr7 5T.-71 3/.^Tx " <*o,<rr ^o.S'S- *^©,5"3
2. (G.7< ^.oo 3.^sr
T, 3>/.*o ISf.HO 3^/.'V0 3*,HO
^Oo 9.00 99. s-VT* 3<?.*0 l>9.«o tt.^O 39,<*0
3 XST /% tro X-^S"
T
, 3-Y.<bo 3-YGo 3'Y,G0 3-Y.fco
57rt) q.iy ?C^">T„ 39.70 39. 7 o 39. 7 o 39. 7 o
^ &Ao /fc.oo 2. 53
T, 3^.0o 3<Y,kO 3H.70 -V/.^
6~^ q.io P3.S-0T% 39.ro 3«tarjr 29.90 19: Vi"
<T <4.2>o f©.9/o XQ-)^
T. 3^.(00 3*-?v" 3«.Ko s>y. 7-^
^•v/ q.co 1990T„ *i*O.Oo »*c>.ro *4Q.tO <r¥0.0?
6 2-Oo 6 oo l.«M
T,
?rt.W V/.faO -V4.h<* 3Y.(oO
s-£/*> (0.09 MxyTfc >to.ze JfO.ZO CTfO.iO .40,^0
7 /.oo •f.Oo /oo
T,
IV, (T -KC/o •VKfO 3*./i_















TEST DATA SHEET NUMBER 9-4
DATE //-J2A-5-9
TANGENT TUBE MODEL <o; £L BURNERS







. 30. A^ "^a, .3^.^^ "Ha
AVERAGE








.1 2. 3 AVG.
/ yy.jr* So .5 Z.9I
T, b/.Ls 3¥.s-f ST.5ST 14. tv
V.<W #.*4 92. ZLTx fy.3n 39 2A 39.J.& 5f.Ji
4 /<a.SD A7.o &.S-4
T, 3¥-3lT 34.3a 34-J.n 34- Si*
A/.ZS- r-73 So 9T» 39.2o 39-24 9 9- 'O .#?. /3
^ /o.4o aa.o 4.23




fc 2>%.oo 3*.&T 3i.9o 3*.?s
*
Z.Zc j*-4 £**
T, W/a &<& 3¥.^o 34.3.7
<4.*r
t
f.-7t *s-.3>T* Z9 00 39.2* aqjzs
/
39. /sr
J" C-Zo M4 £4?
T. 34- 4o &-4s*Ms? 34.47




T, 5Y5© 34. sz) 34.SC W.5Z>
<S~ 00 9.00 /*.oo
T*
A°. £Z> 39 so 3f. 3-o 39. so
* A. 00 6.6 /,<*/¥
T, 244* S4.</f 34.S* 1449
















TEST DATA SHEET NUMBER 9
DATE /n-irt-s-?
TANG.ENT TUBE MODEL K) mi BURNERS
*
!
ORlPTCEfS^ liT" FURNACE" DEPTH, £.114" FLOW METER
AMBIENT CONDITIONS
START FINISH
WET BULB TEMPERATURE s^.^ *F , T-V. o °F
DRY Bulb TEMPERATURE bH.y °F , e>H.° °v
BAROMETER















TEMPERATURE °C AT AT
at>/5h
TRIAL 1 2. 3 AVG.




3.?? 6 79 *S\-?\ 39. 3o 1%H0 39. 5"o 39.* o
2 a. -ro 5-l.b^ 3.5"-y
T, 3s~. fi 3*9. 9 S~ 3b" CO 3 S".o»-
3.99 1.IK A5:>yT* 39". CO 3Zr?£r 3T.9S- 39. o/
3 f0.«¥o 5-3.0 3. A3
T,
3.T.0-C 3^30 35T.-3s~ •3s:>v
3.97 7./V A3.^T„ Z°?.)-Q ->V3o 39.so 39.^
<4 Zr.S-o /grT' ;2.<ta-
T, ZS-.1K' 3s: ^r 3S-3-X 3S\*fc
^.OL 7.)-* JJ. /T* 39 30 39: ?C> 39. 2-r 39. ^2T
5" &.X) f^.s"' Ji-V?
T. 3S-.^o 3^.15" 3S-./X 3S: (b
>7,C? -?-iC rtr.33T* 3<9 3o 37. ^r 3^*0 39-J-r"
£ *V.oo IO. 2i5
T, ib~30 3T-^o ^/r& 3<T. •}•=*
«4*.o9 73L Mt?2--T* 39. *o' iqr.ro ^9.S^S~ 39^/r
7 2..oo 6.0 /.«<//*
T, 3s"3s" ir.3i 3T.33 3S-.33

















TEST DATA SHEET NUMBER <f-4
DATE ll-rt-S-q
TANGENT TUBE MODEL U)iAL BURNERS
1
-?^" ORIFICE CS),































fTRIAL 1 2. 3 AVG.
/ /f
-T Qf.D tfa
T, li %n .-?-?. r.5" .U.Pn <?.* . -78
</. or 7.34 If-'^ \Ai,.9o .%.^ 3&.XI 3LS4,
2 /D .3 Q.Z.O 3.JLI
T, 33. V7 J-?.^ 3J.3S a^.4l
Y/9 7..5V 2<J--J-TV. 3/..6S- 2/. Lr> 36.& .<i/a .6>o
3 ?ir /?.? 2-9>
T. Aj.eo 13.88 33 do 33-89
*/.Jl.J 7.5-q 2JI.J
T,
n.oo fa./O 3J.2U> 37. /O
Y (o>to> /fr j 2>>M
T,
-ii-Tc .33.&S- 3P. "?o 3S.&V
</.</<} -7.9* /9. 7Tfc 3% ID 37. 05" 3*?. Jo 37. 08
,<- 4.O0 9-r 3.(X>
T. &1.PO 43. <\o 3>3-</o 3.3. 3c
43JL v.*?? /^n<rT, 37. <& 37.&0 37- 7c 37. kj.
/a 2.00 <r.s> /.¥/+
T, 32 ?o 3JtQ^ 3^.92, 31,9/
S-.T4- f./6 //.&rTfc 7,7. *fr 3?. <J< 37.4S- 37.</5-
7 /o-o 7. DO /. oo
T,
h
3*<ft> 3J2.8C 32*7* Z3.P1
















TEST DATA SHEET NUMBER ID
DATE //- .afO-^9-
TANGENT TUBE MODEL HJrm BURNERS
I- i" ORIFICE (S)
t























atV5hfTRIAL 1 2. 3 AVG.
/ ;5TO0 3/.o 3.XT>"
T, 79fo 3^.^S" 3 t.or 3S-.T7
^.7o .-v.g-fc /S-.S-3Tx ?8-G>iT ^8-.<c-r 3&". 7V 3fr.fc7
'X a.?c? •fcrr 3.S-'
T, 3ST.SrO 5S~3b-" 3sr/sr 3iT3^
2l.V7 6". ft IS-. IDTx 3Sr30 38". >X 3fr.<o •3ST.3-/
3 /o.std PA.o 3.>V
T
, 3C«0 jsiro IS-. ID 3S-./0
^•^o 4?:^^ tC<TO
T*
38r.OO llf.oo 3S-.O0 .^roo
4 6:70 IX. o xxr
T, 3S7/S" 3<S^S~ 3ST.7
Xfro £:o«y W.fT* 7?.*sr 77 *ST 3r.oo 3>7.<*7
T 6.AO l«M x*n
T.
3s~.*3 •3S*.*S~ -3S-.J--7 3fT,M<
A.Tt ^.97 /i.VT, 3Sr.oo ^roo 3STOO 78". oo
£ ^,tO qb 2.0?<T
T,
3S~ib" ?r^o "5S"V>6 If.iiT
JL-73 ^9/ 4.7-VTfc 37^2- 77. =(0 37.<7 31.^)
7 2-OQ L.O IHM
T,
vy.so -?>/^s- 3^.<ho W.sdT


















TEST DATA SHEET NUMBER /O- 4
DATE 13- rr- _<r9
TANGENT TUBE MODEL fo;6JL, BURNERS




























rTRIAL 1 Z. 3 AVG.
I /-?.^r J6.a 3.5-6
T,
•?y^» A4.6o ^67 34.S-Q
o?.*
-
/ *t.s-t u../Tx 27.&0 AV./o *0 JLO j3?./o
^ /O.^S* 23.0 3.2 3
T, 34. t.O 34.f,o 3¥. 70 3*i.Cl
JD .60 ¥.&r /s-.iTx 372< 37.3* J9.4S S723
J z.ss /t.Q 2- fa
T, Mjs3f.rtc 3 jr. to H9*
sr <tf.ce
m
73.6T„ Z7SZ> 37.SX *7.6>0 4 7.&S"
y (f.05" /^r.a 2.4{
T, 24. ?JT .34.Q0 A4.ro .34 J?P





.34.^0 34. ro .94.go 3</.2p
0?. /Pn */.cr f.sA
T* J7.do 37- <h 37. 4o *>o.4o
<£ «?. oo 6.* /<///
T, 34. 1
3
3<?.QX 34. 3$ 9</.2£
2. 9R //.?/ 6.9s-T,i 3L.9Q 3L.K 37. <~ 36.91
; / 00 4<x> /.<w
T, U.i.< 34.3LS U.Xo 44^


















TEST DATA SHEET NUMBER f(?-f3
DATE 3 AnAn
TANGENT TUBE MODEL Iaj rrU BURNERS






6 2- o °E


















atv/5hTRIAL 1 a 3 AVG.
/ /a..r «?s\c? 2.S-JT-
T, ?0.>T 3/.oT 3 1-9-0 3/.03
^.3*t *. 3o
/s*,»yT* 33. ar 33»Vo 33.6o 31- <H*-
X. to. 3 3-W
T, 3/,o3 3 /.or 3/- JO 31-01
JL. 66 Ar>?
AT3s"T„ 33. ?o 33. ?o 3?.~>S- 33- 73
•? Sr-Y (7.fe 2.^0
T
, 3/.&S~ 3/. ?r 3j.ry 3/.?r
Z». 51
4, 63 J 3-^oT, 3-v.^S" 3>/3o TflMo 3>/-3X
*y ' £-3 /3.C 2-S-J
T, 3/.ro ll.lo 31.95- 3/.8T
%.G~?
*.«-/ fX-01T* 3<*/.sx> Z^.^T -&.6o ^y.sr
•5" *.*- <?. o P. or
T, 3x-/o 3*./s~ 3». >o 3z.is"
X-73
>A<7/ )o. 1T* 3*ss- 3H.*fe> ^V.*»o 3W.fr/-
6 2.0 £.3. /.?31-
•T, 33.. fS- 31.IO 5P../4T 3X.fi
a.78T
6~c?o STfe?Tfc >*<?o 3f.9e> 3^y.?3 3*V.9/
? ;lc? *"* /.<///>/
T, ?a.rt> 3>./o 3>.fs~ 3X.(2_
^•90




T, 33-.OS- ?x os- 3^-OS- 3a..ofe
2). Ol
















TEST DATA SHEET NUMBER //
DATE //-L-ST4
TANGENT TUBE MODEL U)i6-Lo^t BURNERS





REAR WALL STEAM PRESSURE _/_
START J£lNlSH
?*-. o °F













j?f-^ y,?^ 39.<7P 3&5i
T,
Yz-6>s i&zL ¥3?o 4-3-73 4ft f.6>L ?J-X
T,
.y-.?A- ^eizs: ir.6s.3f-?*-
z&As. £-3c Y*T T, ^f./tf -#•** y>.&? ^^ 4^i /.^ -/<?,>/
JV-^2> 3L£Z 3?. sz> 3t.si-
ZC.z£_ Y-ro &AL.
T»


























































TEST DATA ^HEET NUMBER //-£
DATE //-Sr-S-I
TANGENT TUBE MODEL hJrmGoT BURNERS
3-7-" ORIFICE (5")
,


























TRIAL 1 2. 3 AVG.
/ 23. SY" «~. r ^•r£
T, 33- .7 3»-&S" 3-X. 7S" 33. 7©
fWo ^.?i-
-mrT* 7S-.IO ?%-.oy 3fr. »S" 3&*'0
Z /^.fcr W.S-i"" <#.<Y3
T, 32 d-o 32. *o. 3X(JT 3XJ-o
ST&O meo -*r.rTx 31.8T> 37. fro ?7.«ro 3?.<K?
3 /fc.-v -H.^o *.os~
T
i 3X.XO 33L.3.S"" 3X*-t? 3A.a-x-
r.fov /a>i_ 4I.YT» 21*0 37 ?o 3?.9o 77. <t0
<f /3.x *.0O 76t?
T, 3Z~lo 32.*;r 3.2. a"? ?X -SL-7
£77^ 10.HI 3?.8-rT* 9&-.OS" ?8T.O!T jr.or 28-.ob"
r I0.O 3. ?0 3./G
T, 3Jl.3o 3P-.3-0 3^.^o* 3x>3
^9-sr /0.?i 3?.?T, ?Sr.5-o 3«r.'S" 3(rwS~ 3AM2T
6 6.&^r a-9o Z-lx-
T, 3*.*o ?3.io 3J»o 3XX>
6-fo /a <?<* *£&-T* ?#?o ?r?o ?Sr.3o 3r-3o
7 */sr .2.^ X.o*
T,
i.3~IS- 3A.IS" 33 .*o 3a. ir
6<?-V~ u.y? A3, oT, 3<J->yo IK-Ho iw ws
_ 3r-^3
r ^oo J.oo /.H/#
T, ?*.0o 3X0 7 ,3a. lo U.o&













TEST DATA SHEET NUMBER /-2
DATE //~t-4~9
TANGENT TUBE MODEL Uii-hhou 4r BURNERS


























3$. ks .3<7.Vo 3?.*r
,
3£^2


















































































TEST DATA SHEET NUMBER IX-Q
DATE //-/3.-S-9-
















REAR WALL STE_AM PRESSURE L U<_ GAGE SPEC. HUM 63 GRAINS
"lb DRY AIR
RUN
NO 1W AH B J*",
TEMPERATURE °C AT AT
°F
_T^_H
TRJAL 1 £ 3 AVG.
/ 2- Co £-."3 #7C
T, 3/._or J/. 9-t? 3P.oo 3J.9X
3.^7 ?. /<r 3f.OT* 3r.*o ?S~£'> 3dT.oo 3S~.»?
X /9.<Yo •*? */*/
T, SAS-o 31. to 3A 8-o 7/,ro
-tf/3 7^*y 3xyT* 3svk? 3r?3 ?r.^3 3r. ,fr
3 Ho.fO A.J, **/-.o/
t 32..©o ?/•?$- 3/^3 3/. 9 6
^JO 7S% 30-1T fc 36-/S" 3t'5T 36/ST !<*.((>
4 iX°io *.o' 3.<&5
T. 3A-ox 35. o/ 3P-o^ jx.ox




T. 5U./S- Ji.^o 3^^-o ?2/Sr
-7. 76 7-n" lfQ>Tfc 36 .^ro 36 -S5- ?6.S~_- 3t^
G l%< 53 jZ-fe?
T, 32^ys- 3P.ro 32.- 5V 3P-.SO
•**<? 7-9X X3Tfc ?£-8S" ?fc-*o 36.. ^sr 36-<t0
7
-#A0 J.O Xo^
T, 3Xb~o 33-S2T 32-._>o 33.-ST
#sa &/# /<*.?T, 3?.o") ?7.o?r 37- '0 , 37. o?
r /<to X O a-3<
T, 3_i>yo 32. 3S~ 3a. 3V~ 3X31
















TEST DATA SHEET NUMBER /3
DATE /P-W.- S9 '
TANGENT TUBE MODEL COMoQ-J BURNERS
.3-3- * ORlFlCEfsT /V " FURNACE OEPTH
;
2.1 14" FLOW METER
AMB\ENT CONDITIONS
START
WET BULB TEMPERATURE 6> </. tn °F
DRY BULB TEMPERATURE ?</.fT °V
BAROMETER v&L4£_ l, Hs.
REAR WALL STEAM PRESSURE./ M Wc GAGE
FINISM AVERAGE













TRIAL 1 2. 3 AVG. .
/ .^.sr".*:/ M?&
T, J/7.5- AX.8t> 49. cv 3SJjS.
5\<»a ^:Vs .27/• TV V/^o V/ */r fD.OO *//??
J2 ^0.75" ^:^ 4.S-&
T, 3f.*/£ ^/.50 3S.SZ 3t¥s







$ 3.S 5^.^ J=?.5Tk V/.sr +//.{£ 4/.6o 4/.t,o
y q. «$7> <4.o 4 *d
T, 3<fY<? .^.^si za.tt.^37
3ziS ^•9* jto.qT~fc *//.£.£, ^£.<r 4/V.&
/
«r /: 2^ Z 4, 3 ?9
T. 32.5b 3**fc 3'-4to 39. V3
3. So «*:?/ /7./ZT. J/. fA- 4/70 *•/ 7-5" V//??




&*¥t /£/? /2. 75
T„
^.^ <//.&A *//.<&W/..r^
7 ^.oo 2.3 '*M
T,
^7^ 3*?. $0 3-J.tG ??.$/
















TEST DATA SHEET NUMBER /3r>9
DATE //- /2.-S-?
TANGENT TUBE MODEL USmKHJT- BURNERS
?>-*'' ORIFICE (SV
;































TRIAL I 2. 3 AVG.
/ ^3. fe 5~r ^.S-6
T, 32. fo 3).8r<T 32. 9 c? ?*.fry-
3.4W (,.t°r ?o. /Tjl 3^-^r 3b. >9 ?G?o 36>?
2. /t: & -*? ***?
T, 3}.ro 3A.35" 3*7? !>lii
3.TT C*-3J ^3Tx Ko.os 3r.?^- 3S~.?i- 3r*6
3 /l.o f-f ^(?o
T
i 3±rv 32?S- 33. oo 33.*?
>.S*~ 6-3y *TGT„ Uts- «?*••* 7 3 6 .ST 3fc*?
»f CX.&f --#© IS"?
T, 3x?s- iP.S-o 3> 2-e> 3P- ?<r
3.<s>2- O-Tl
•
3-3. oT* ?G-*o 36,>Yc? 3i>.HO 3fc"Vo
T lit ?<7 Iof
T. 33.oo 3*-?0 3X.XO 3JL.9
3.7o c.&c 2o 3T* J6.7o £>(<>. Go 3&.S-o 36-6o
•
6 L2. 3f J>/9
T,
i3.S-o 3?,ro 33.^O 33.S^o
3. GO (o.*ir /t- fVT* 37. io 37. io 3 7. co 37. fo
? H-lo 2G l.o<f
T, 33. /o 33-^o 33.3o 33.^o
3.7/ G Gf '3-7T4 36-S5- 3fc.?o -b&.*)fr 36 -V
r 2.0o X.o l.ffH
T, 33.3<T 33- *30 33 <X> 33. ?y












TEST DATA SHEET NUMBER AS*
DATE //- 7- fT?
TANGENT TUBE MODEL ru iTHQU~r BURNERS












3Q.OJr »H& 22^2^ " He




AHB Jto\ TEMPERATURE °C AT AT
°F '
&tV5hTRIAL 1 2. 3 AVG.
/ M/.tr £"!7 ^.JV
T, 3Y.S-0 3ff.oo se-.ro 3*Y.?->
*.$-o •4. s-o PA-yTx 37.30 37. SD 37.60 37 «?7
& t%4> 4.*- 4-4P




woTx 3<J.30 3&- 20 36Jr 7fe.JJT"
J IL.O ^.-y •r.oo
T
,
33^S" 33*e 33<*fS" 33-*3
£.fer *ft«V /**T„ 36./S" 3C.JO 36/0 3Q../2-
-? /2.S" -y.o 3.5V
T, 33.2Tb- 33&S- 33.6S- 33.1 fr
A- 6? >/.s-s" /7 3s"T* 3<m 5~0 3 6> So 36. -yc 3t,>+1
5" X.oif J. 9 £.77
T. 3*.*U 3*9.10 3^.£b- 3-V.?:l.
a?o ^s-6 /•tfss-T. 3 7..TO 31<*o 373*- 3l.fi.
£ {T.#< A.? >?.33^r
T, J3 to .33.9° 33. 5S" 33.8rh-
2.7 7 6~0 2_ /A72-Tx 3£.7o 36 .?o 3<£>.£o 3t>.6>~>
7 2>.(o< Z.~b '7/
T, 33.7T 33. lo 37. 7o 33<?2-
,2-SV *t? 9.90T, 3&..&0 3&.GO 3fe.£o 36,.Co
f 2. CO Z.O (.m*t
T, 33. ^o 33-ST> 33 S-o 33 s-o














TEST DATA SHEET NUMBER M-ft
DATE II -!!>-&1
TANGENT TUBE MODEL kJnun^T- BURNERS
ORIFICE 0)
>



























TRIAL 1 2. 3 AVG.
/ 21 ^3 ~*<r<?
T,
3/.j-n 3/. /(? 3A/0 ?;./3
^.7-y -*. 93 /U. &Ta. 33. to 33-S-S- ?}.*r 33. r?
z- IK.Y ^.9 -*?*
T, 3o-*T 3c9$- 3O-90 30. ?o
?<*V 5-/3 *A-2_Tfc 33-70 33. tro 3,3. 7S- 33*7$-"
3 It*.! -f-y ^0?
T,
J/. CO 3/.osr 3/./S" 3). Ol
Afo dT^Ax *>-3T„ 33.°)0 33. <}J 3-y.os- 33-91
W M.l -#o £&-•/
T, ?/.ro 31- (oS J/.?o 3H>I
2-frx t>~c^ /9.iTT* 3^3^ 3#.1T 3>/.5TD 3-V.-V-3
6" fo.T-. 3. fr" j.s-o
T. 3/ ?S~ 3hSV 3/.<5"V~ 3/.6-0
-2 Jri" 6-/3 /7.9TT, 3<H.(,o 3-i.b<r J«Y.^o 3«y. & s"
& io.o<r 3.6 3 3-o
T, 3**o ^P.^5- 3xar ^a-^3
„2.8-5>- S~/3 7l*.'Y0Tfc 3*^.05" sc.to D<f.lO 3S-,0^-
7 fr.7<r J. 3 XS-1
T, 3p-yc 3A--V0 3<3i ?s~ 32-?*-
j. r^" ±~/3 W>rT, 30«r 3s~.^r 3S~-^C ?S>?
r C-OO J?.o Iff
T, ?^.?r 3^^0 JA.So 3;l2x.




T, ?3.3o 33-9ST 3}>9o 3*3r
J. 00 5:^o 'O.iroT„* 3^.3© 3C.7S- 3<r.<ro 3sr.^
/<? 2.oo *?•<? /.fi-H
T, ?A^O 3*.«o 3i-3ST 32.3Sr
3. c?i~ 5?«yf >.?c
T*











APPE.[MP| * G ,
TEST DATA SHEET NUMBER /g"
DATE Jl-fr-Tt
TANGENT TUBE MODEL l^rwcvT BURNERS
.3











30.3; "Mo. 3P.1Q "He ^ 30-30%" "Ha,
L_
,V W«&AGE








AtVShTRIAL 1 2, 3 AVG.
/ ?3.f 's": X ^s-^
T, ?J-30 3^"Yo jz-s-o 3P-VO
3-67 af.SrO ^3-i-Tx 3?.or ?r. w? 3sT>r 2S~./?
^ /?. &. -*£ •**3
T, yx.os- 3a.or 3>.?S- "hi. ox.
2 70 6~?X *3./T. 3*.9sr 3>/-?s- 3«y. >r 3-V.?2_
3 /?rrr */ 3?r-
T
, 21.^0 »?/. 7<? .?/. 6r ILLY






T. ?A?7 ll.ilr 3/.7%- 3/-">6
2 >£ «r/sT~ tpt"T* Vi'tr 3>i,by- 3vsy 3^6 2-
5~ 7,*0 3. & J.o?
T.
3). 6*" 3 J, 10 3/.^s- 3/.?o
Z?o 5T3L3L /i.yT* 3^.s-V 3-y.^o ?+y.6"T 3^.LC
£ &.7o ^ *-*7
T, 5/7- S- 31. fo 3 j- ?sr 3J..7X
loo 5T<Yo JH.OTfc >fc 7ST 3«7<.7o 3-y. ?s- 3«y?3
7 -4./0 2* ;?.a>r
T, 2#".7S- 3h*o 3/. <5"7 3A«V
3.07 6~r?s // JLT. >y.ro It-io J?*/.?? 3^«-<^
ff- J. 00 J.o /^/*
T, 3;.5?et 3 J. 60 3^.60 3ASV













TEST DATA SHEET NUMBER /»-/9__
DATE 7/- /3 - ^
TANGENT TUBE MODEL ^rmourr BURNERS
^-2." ORIFICES).
-A/ 1_FURNACE DEPTH , 2.U4" FLOW METER
AMBIENT CONDITIONS
START F1NISM AVERAGE
WET BULB TEMPERATURE 5V. a. °F ( €T?. fa °F , al.^ °F
DRY BULB TEMPERATURE <^_o_ °F , 6To_ <T _ £7. o °F
BAROMETER 3 Q--ST "Ha , 70-37 "Hg , 3gC3 7 "Ha,











TRIAL 1 2. 3 AVG.
/ 3-^ 5""" 5:3 rf.T?
T, 33. n 33.H 33-/V 3 3-^
2.77
-y.9? 33. 7Tx ?r.*r 3C«7r 3T9o 3S~?3
2 IY.V -y.r <Y-?f
T, ^a.?7 3X?i. .7jL.frr 3*-t>-





1 32A-X. 33. *3 33- *o 33. /"?
2.&"T <T/3 Jo-9b"T, ?4.oe> 36-. 0-0 3feofe ?t.oi-
^ rf.y?" <tf C? 3-7J
T, 33. 'b~ .73. /«r 73. Xo 33. /ar
3-V 5T^>y /***"rx ?t/o 7t.t>-> 36- 10 36-0?
6" fr-<75~ -f.c? 3.T3
T. ?3«ff 33.^ 33.^0 3 7-^3
a.*V 5^/-3 /5T/oT* Jt.*r 3t-*r" 3fe-7o 7&.AK
6 /&35~ ' 3.6 3.2-X
T, ??^o 73.3s- 3?. 3^ 37. 3J/
2.9)- ^<- /6.9Tx :?£.-? 3t-3o 36 30 36.?<?
7 Sr.30 J.3L , i-hr
T, 33-3S" 33^TS~ 33. TSr 3 3 ^
2.^1 5:^ Ib.lT, 363e> 3fc 30 36.=rt> 76.37
V &>*V ',2.6* J. TO
T, 53-feS- 33.6c 33. rjr 33.6c
3-fy




? "ftOO -2-3 2.&Q
T, ??->o 33.70
^7°l la. *r~T„ 36 60 16. 6' 36?c> 36. (,Q
—
/
10 A-Od Xoo J.^Ltt
T, 33. 7o 33. 7o 33.7s" 33.73-
3. co









TEST DATA SHEET NUMBER Mz
DATE /- 6- &>Q
TANGENT TUBE Mnnpl ™ rn+cxrC BURNERS
a- a." ORIFICE O) , g> " FURNACE DEPTH, 2.U4" FLOW METER
AMBIENT CONDITIONS
START F1N1SM AVERAGE
WET BULB TEMPERATURE **? 1 , *F ,' £L<2_ °F , ^H^
DRY BULB TEMPERATURE <^21_ °E , *LiJ£^ °F , <t2d£-
°F
BAROMETER laaiL.^, AfL3*_"H& , 2SL«Lt_»Ha,






TEST DATA SHEET NUMBER /T
DATE /-^-<T9

























TRIAL 1 2. 3 AVG.
/ /* 7 r ?<o *&
T,
s^/. vi> jy. v^ .?/. do 51. 4<D
S. ST3 (O. To ^6 ?T* c^?. *? 4?.>ir &7T.3 30. M
> /7.0 V./ #/J
T,
.57. £3~ .?/ <r<7 3/. -/a 3>.&
^».oo (o.hro ^ki.'TT. A?. S?5 3fiSo 37W* 37. dz
3 "fs- 7fT 3.?/
T
,
.30ft< 3d.?? 3o?o 30.18
^•^-c 11. tV *i.rTfc 39 oo 3?.oo Mas. A/.. 92
y /2.4 <L& ,* &?
T, 3o.»<- 40, Ln *r> 70 3gJl2.




. & £>£- 30.<?O 3o.8o 3o.9x.
6-^^ ll.h-G> 3C/TV 3 7.IS 4P./T 37. ;o 37. /?
^ t.A V3 Sirs'
T, 3a . 3o , ?A. XO $0 xo , 3d. 2.3
6-VO It. ?o 31.-?Tfc %ro ZZ.Vo .-?</ ?o 3/. ?3
r 6-J3L <*/><? 1-S?
T,
Ao.osr 1a.(h> 30 o<? v2oJl2.
^.G^— //• (rV *%rT, 3& 70 SAAsl 36. io 3<.M
>> >/.*£- j/oo ZJ3J2
T, 3*0-° 3d. Cro Z?.ft *?Q3
G-7;l IX..IO XL 4
T
. 3l>.)o
.4 L. 70 vt.sr £>&. <LiT
f 3./0 3.oo /.76>
T, $Ji-
->c ^QkS Z1.TT >*>. 63
^•99 fx.^r 5 a-/T„ 36>.G-r 3 6-6S- 3&.a-s- 3k&2_
/a 2.0€> $*" ////
T,
?-?.-> <r 2*.7o 3o©r 3*«*o
^.^0 /x.&x- HSlTz 3& .?o D^.i-o 36- 'to 36.gro
// /.00~ 3-° /•to
T, 3o. oo 3o 00 30.00 30.0c







TEST DATA SHEET NUMBER l¥
DATE 3-&-6>o '
TANGENT TUBE MODEL ^J rmc u t BURNERS























TRIAL 1 2. 3 AVG.
/ P-/.o *TO w.ry
T,
%°/. s? 19- ">o jf.^r 29 73
-4.i>$r &S/2_ 32r. £T* is/. SO 3S/.10 3*. 3X 7-V,-V/
2- /7.O. 7. O
-y./r*
T, w c}~> 7fr.ir/ 7ST 73. 2.8:W
S~o-o lf.00 37.^T„ J3.fr ?3. 5-0 33J-0 33- fri'
-? ^•7 fr-V* 3.y<</
T
, ^r-5~o ^JrGo Jfirfos- ^r.ri-
tT-cJ %,*- 3iT. K-T„ J7-foo 33.
-?o -33. ?0« 33 .6,7
^ J7..Q /5T^ 3.sr-
T, 2*-. 70 a^Gi" ;*&-6o ^arfes"
*~<3 %X^ 5i-rT* -73 s-o 31 fro 3 7.7b" 33.7,*-
6~^ IO.Q
-^r 3-xQ,
T. 2?. &o <??.^o 30.00 tt.ko
•4.10 sr.y-x 7«r^T* J«#ro 3#7o 3H1o W>o
6 Sr.Q **0 193%-
T, JO.OF jo./o 30.30 Jo. IS~
H9T Sr.V XU.JTfc 3-r.oo 3s": ro 3S~ Jo 3TIO
7 <>.*/ J.<T 1<T3
T, ?o.8-o JO . frfi- 3/. /<T 30-9S"
*r.o-o too 7xy-T4 l-T-bo 3s~.9*r 7fe/0 ss-.*r
& .40r J.P 2CC
T, 3) .3-S~ 3/.30 3/-7d 3/'*&r
£Tf2- 9-ix l%0Tc 3G 3r " 3 6 ^0 30,-Sfo
? 3.oo 2-. O l.l^x.
T, 7/. ?o 7/.7X 3/. 3o 3/3/
e-^r 9,Y«r /(, 3T„ 3t- s~r" 3feiT 3fc 5-S- 3 6 -y£
fO £.00 AS" /sfi^i
T, y/.&o ^0?F 3c<?o 3o.9-r
5":sT$ 9.9s— /-Yc?r-
Ta ?6.rt> 3£.<f5r 3feS-0 3Q>s*ir
If loo 1.0 1.00
T, 30.SS- 3o.«s- 3o. 3sT 3o-<yi"
srvsr /t;. r-v fO.S-*t







TEST .DATA SHEET NUMBER /<?
DATE 3-P-LO
TANGENT TUBE MODEL L ; ; ±U<n, t BURNERS





















































































































































TEST DATA SHEET NUMBER
DATE 3- £--£<?
TANGENT TUBE MODEL ^iIWdT BURNERS
Z-a" ORtFtCEfS^ 3./ " FURNAfF DEPTH , 2.U4" FL6'vv METER
AMBIENT CONDITIONS
START FINISH
WET BULB TEMPERATURE *-y i&Z *F
t
3^.0 6F
DRY BULB TEMPERATURE 67.8- °F , &_l£ °F
BAROMETER 3o-Uf "U=. 3Q.^ "H&














TRIAL 1 2. 3 AVG.
/ £/. o 9.o <f.^
T,
?T.-> o 3S~.3-0 7ST/0 ^sr.xo
3 s-
7
6-V3 2<?- s"Tx ?Sr.yo ?rzo ?r."?o 3 «".">">
^ 11. 1 S-.o H.iV
T, ~}H.7o 7-V ?o 3*/.~yo 3-V 33






, 3*y.2r 3*y. to 3H.OO S^./l.
3-9/ 7.o<9 JU.<?T„ 3<J"./o 3 If or 37.9s" 3 V-o3
V /x-T 6>.0 l.ry
T. 33. &r 33bS- 33. .to 33&°
~9o3 7- 25" as" 7Tu 37. 6r 37.7o 37. sv 3 7. 6 3
s-" lo.r STO 3)V
T. 31. /r 33 ./O j^./o 33- /"J-





T, 33-*) 37. ir 33. IO 33-/5"
-7-/3 **V -z/.-yTfc 37 30 3 7. 3 O 37jir 37. ><r
? C 3 3.o x.n
T, 3?. OS" 33.10 33/*-. 33. 0?
•#/? 7-sy '*?T. 37^r 37.3 37.?o 3 7 >r
fir *f.x p.o
/
T, 33. or 37 0O 33-^0 33- oa-
-*or 7&S" /*" ?
T
* 37 70 "37.?-5- 3 7. P-JT 37.2 7
9. 3.0 A.r A??a
T, 32 -4 o 32-<5-S- 3i-So 32-^r
'VOf 7- 20 /2. 6Tfc 3G-^o 3€>.«T6 ??,oo ?6S9
7a J-o /. o AW
T, 32 .?r 3>->o 7>/?0 3>-7X
*-fo 7?z, /AZ.Ta 37. /o 37- to 37.tr 37. /2_
// / /o /. o
T, 72 3 o 3>fo 3200 32-/3






TEST DATA SHEET NUMBER .2/
DATE 3-IH-L0
TANGENT TUBE MODEL UJ ITH BURNERS








JO. /£> "Mo, 3 Q./6 "Hr. , 3Q./6 "He











TRIAL 1 2. 3 AVG.
/ 23.7 A3. 1 <4.f>,
T, 3^*Vo 31Mo 71.#0 34.*t>
^.73 S^s-X. 4D.CT^ ^ /o 3^. IT 3 9.13 l%/3
2. /«*-*- /i.3 f.fr
T, 3^. ro 3<Y.ST> 3S/.S~t> 3<y.rv
^.s-s" 8r. 73 3f.rr% ??. ?r 1J.3Q Tr-lS- 39. 73"
3 /6C To. o ^oi-
' T, 32 8-3* 7i. 9b ?2-»S- *2-<f 7
-*.?e fyL 3CoT„ 3>-Jo' 31- *o 31-70 ?7. ??
•^ /•y. ? ?.o 3.ry
T, 32<So 32^0 3*-*o ?}-&o
-^.9s-
€r1/ 1H.1T* ?? ?r 37. ?r 37 75- 37 ?5"
-** a. 4 d-.o 3.ST-
T. J2-?o 32. fey3>.6o 32fc£
5~o l.Oo 2l^T» 3?. ?o 37. tr 3?.&o 37. 6 r
& /©. 6 7 3 3-2£
T,
731 -ST 33.rTQ 32-">>r 32. £0
b~07 °J.IT- znT* 3"?. fco 37- fco 37.ro 37.6 7
7 *y 5~-3 Z- c(o
T, 33..7S" 3i-?3 32.6!T 32-7/
T.10 %!& XCQT, 3? s-r 37 8-3 37. ?s~ 37. S7
s- G. 3 #° 2*y
T, 32-7 s~ 3 3-S-o 3>.&^ 32. to
^11 730 ^3.^T. 37. ? o ?Sr-O0 35--00 37. ??
? *X 3. o z.or
T, 3>.?o 31.9'e> i.33.0o 32 -?7
Til ?.3 ^7T* S^./o 3^-11 ir.>o ?9r.fy
/o 3. a 2.0 /731
T, 33. /o 73. 10 33. io 32. n
S~".^r <*.VS- • /fc.y
Ta 3&-.^S' ?r.3i 3r s-o 3BT--VZ
«
2.o J.o l.f(f
T, 33 6 o 3S.(°T 3??o 33. 65"
T20 ?-36 /?2rT. ytr.Sro 3S-.°I0 38r.%r ?f.*S"
/i /.o — l*








TEST DATA SHEET NH 1MBER J?^-
DATE 3-/*/-J6




ORIFICE fS\ //) " FVJRNAPF DEPTH, 2.1 14" FLOW meter
AMBIENT CONDITIONS
START FINISH AVERAGE
WET BULB TEMPERATURE .^.^ 'F , .^a.jr °F
DRV BULB TEMPERATURE ^. 3 * °E , t^-p °F , *>3 /
BAROMETER ' 3^J£_"U*.
,
3&Z£ "Hg , v3a^&_ " H«,











T, iis^a 3^00. 2&CQ ttOJ
J2-7 //.o 4<4z. T„ 3/T.^g 3*.ss- 32L&L3£^Sg_ £&? 6Ja 2L2.
^
T, JVgg ^yg-<? ^•^ g iSsLg
^£- /2, 2, 4L&. T. -2£jls aaias ^j5* a^Ag ^•7T Azs: <&>,/
^^> A4f 4C $4& 3*¥$
'AJ. J^- f. /* T, 3P . 3Q ,?r.^o #.g* ^^3 2,fft ^.<r/ ^^j2.
V
T, 1Vj4 fr/.Vf ?s&> 2VSs
4U. 9.Q 3.f*~ T. M.±s ar.3* Ar.jfr Zz.ae 3.rz <L& J??-e
&
T.
?V. ?£ Mjo 34' ?° Z>^'S
/*b 3JL 3.cfT T. gfejgg ^<r.?o jSf/c? ^^ «£^g ^. ^D ^y-«*
T.
/o.g- ^7-r &2I T.
r?4?/ JLsL2c> 3 3 OO M-f?

























































TEST DATA SHEET NUMBER _^/3_
DATE 3 -H-Co
TANGENT TUBE MODEL l*J <TH BURNERS
£• -X 1
'



























TRIAL 1 2. 3 AVG.
/ 23.6 /^V *¥.*&
T, 3&-fO .?6.S"0 3 6 <3D 36-S-O
;Z.ro ^.ro A/-
7
T,. 3Ho 1°1. OO 3°I.I0 3Vco
X l°l. o /3.X. *y.7(>
T, 36- s-5" IbtiO 3<* 70 36».-/2_
2. it
oV.*-^ ^/. ?S"TV. 3ef-^o 3%^ 3 % or 7?. ^3
3 i(,.y /<?. 2_- -r.io
T,
?fc'S-0 34ST ?CS") 36 SV
;.6r f.n^ ^o.^rT„ 39. ^O 3*.*o jj.jir' 7^.^X
^ W-l 9.0 3.rv
T. 3 S~. 3s" 7STT37 SST?^ 3J~?£
^•?o 6T5.X. ^0.0Tfc ?r^r 7S-.i"7 ss->r ?<r.^G
f (Xf ?.? J.rx,
T. js~^y? 35^-0 3S7S-V ?*-.*-/
2-7 «t^x. ifr.fT, ?2r.77> ~s r-fc 3Sr>6" 3 Jr. -7/
6 (OS"' 6>y 3.lf
T, ?^70 3f?o 3S-.7S" 3S\?X 2 8-5^
S-./3 /ccT* SSr.^o 3r.6o 38-. 6o "^Sr.Sy
7 '*.? 5T3
T, 3f.S-0 7S~Src> 5>r-.&-o 3ST7J-0
2r6 *T/"S^ /f.9T, 38-.6r 3^6&- 38"<&6 7^.6 6
Sr 6-7 -yy *-*y
T,
3s~. tr 3ST67 3TT6-? 3S76&
2?7 6~3 S
-'
/3.3T. 3^.6^' 33--6.0 3S-.43 3 J~.&3
? -*/ 2£ Joif
T, 3s~.70 7S~.7(5 3b~30 3i"30
?.OS" • 5T*Y7 /A/T„ "33r.?V" 3 r.3<r ?%-. 3er 387?5'
'0 3.Q 3.0 /•?3X
T, 3^r>r 3b~>r 3S*V-:T 3^7 3-^
3.0^ b-sy ^0T4 3 8". 33 3S-.3S- ?r.3o 3J-.33
// . 2.o Xq /.*///
T, 3^-fo 3'Y 9o 34.S-7 3*7-. ??
i/r- 57fe7 SrooT* 3i~.or 3Sr.tr 3t.Oi 3BrOf
te. S-o /o loo
T, 3ffo S'y.'To ^35" 3^.3*
3-^p JT. ?>/ s~?7
T
fc




TEST DATA SHEET NUMBER Jj£_
DATE 3-/?-£o\
TANGENT TUBE MODEL 60;^^ BURNERS
























SUJ- T, ?9.£o asL^a ,??. ft? J7.3; 3^22 ^JLi /y>^T
"
T, 37.*° 37. /S .??•' g" 32JQ.
J&J- UU* IMA T. gfr-sr 39^S2 SQ-g-Q 3?.^ 3^5sr IL2JL rf.to
32 in- 3?,'P 32jq. 31m
.3- A.r tU- Ijcl 39 So 3?-St> 2R.& 31- SD A-4* sf.Szu /9.7o
T, 37,oo 37-QQ 37,Q Q 37-Op
M- /i-7 to. 3.&/ T, .39,4* 3FJ--JS 3r 4s *R4 £. J't^r £4l /<a.9
T, Wnsr An. to 2 1, to 39. Of
je—'sUl. LjL ?.sT ,^-a> 3rg> 3q,^> 'gQ.'g ' ^.yU _£j* /&5T
T.
3LZcs:
/ft.g* i^L^ g^ T,
^^PS" 32*1. .37o3
&AS%te W</e W,4& £4n- </-2* J*L
T.
^jU &7Q 3i..7SM LS.
L<L &JL JZ.?c T, fo.lS .69 -as foao .39. iff «g <*» A*p=> /fr . &S"
T,
^.so ALM $ !,,9c 3t>£&,
e 6.Z V. o i¥? T 3q-^s- a^aa 3q.ao 3q^,g ,g./fl /^ /*. 2
T, 3<Uo >%, Aff afcj»j .fj6(gg
4^ J. ^ ^og' £<?, /o 39./Q aa^i 33. I „7«rg , /^ 2^1
T,
'.1(7.70 3U£L 3LAa 3U£'
^CL. ±JL &CL /•?3b T» 39-Z4 .3<?.fg £? ./o 3^/s" ^A Vr*T7 2&-
T.
34 3*
/l. 2^o_ JLo_ J.Hi4 T.
^4Jg U.2f *<L.2£
,
XjLSL 2&M. d?.2o &J± ZM. ^ .77 AA
T, 3s: 70 3S.(eS 3&&<L 3*<,£




TEST DATA SHEET NUMBER 2,5~
DATE 3- r?-£o
TANGENT TUBE MODEL C*J/TU BURNERS
&-?-" ORIFlCEfS^
;




















atv^hTRIAL 1 3 AVG.
/ 2>K o /3.7 Jf. °>o
T, 37.3S- 37.-VO 37 -VO 3 7.2X-
f.77 .?./? /G'.Q,T* 39.ro 39. /s- 39-*o 39. ry
Z n.2T /2.1 +<WT
T, J?. nT 37. /o 3 7. /O '37. Z2.
/•?/ 3.<W f9.STx 39.0s- 3?.or- 3<7.06 39.©3
3 /&.y 2 6
,
*#/o
"«", 37 or 37.0s- 37.00 37.03
/.9o 3.Yjl W.OT„ 3*. ers~ 3Jr.\S" JWo 33:9/3
4* /HhS *o 3-93
T, 37. /<T 37.7 S" -yy. ts~ 37. fS
-





T. 37. i.S" 3 7 SK> 31. S^O 37.18"
/.9k 3«G /2.3Tfc 39./© 3 9.1 39.ro 39: to
& /*V <S.$- 3*4
T, 3 "7. 5-0 37. 7^0 37*2*) 37. ?-o
/•n 3#& //. 1_Tfc 31. 10 39. 1 3 9,/ST 39,/^
7 s-^ 5:3 XSfO
T, ?7.3o 37 30 37. 3S" 373i




T, 3 7- 30 37.3o 3 7. ?-«r '31. 7%
/*o 3-7^L ^-.<:Tc 37JtO 3?. JLtf 39. /<r 3%tir
? ^i i'.o fr-or
T, 37fr 3 7JC? 37. or 37.10




T, 3L.fo 3£.7o 3L-&S- 34.6a-
/.<fr 3*f> (r.CX^Ta
3**1. 3r.6o 3 $-.60 3r&/
/7 #.<£> 2-0 l<W*f
T, 3&<tfO 3&-VO 3C*o 36 .-Vo
/?o 3.-V2-. 4*-vT* 38: 30 3!r.3o 3iST>c ^•30
/a. A.O /.o t-oo
T, jcnr 3 <£ OsT 3^-00 3 4P7
,2.00 3-Cd 3t€»





TEST DATA SHEET NUMBER _2l£
DATE 3-/9- &o
TANGENT TUBE mohfi AJ rrM BURNERS
ORIFICE O) , _£J__FURNACE DEPTH, 2.llV FLOW METER
AMB\ENT CONDITIONS
START E1M1SM
WET BULB TEMPERATURE 5*T °F
DRY BULB TEMPERATURE *fr- ^ °F
BAROMETER %LJOL-."»*
.













TEMPERATURE °C AT AT
op &tV5h,
TRIAL I 2. ' Z> AVG.
/ 2.1. Sf 6-*T" *.bl
T, 3"?. to 3 7. io 3~>- 1 o 37. IO
3S-o ^. 3C? ^1^Ta. -veto *yo. fro *40.(t>o #0.bO
2 lir.f 5~3 -4. JO
T, 3S~.so 3S-.V0 ?$:**> 2$~-XQ
3.^0 6.-VS- ?;7,1T* 3%*o r^.-YO S%Ho ?%*/o
j icy -f.r 4.IO
T. 3±~-*0 3*~-JTD 3<r.ro JttQ
3fe5" 6.T7 ^.9T„ 3«fc-YS~ *%.**- 29.f*~ -&.T^
11. (o 3-VX
T, 3S\<?o 34.OO 3r.?r ttW
J.feC t-i"7 ^73. .TK 37. Co 37. t>3 37.fr o ->°!.bl
i
/J.y 4*o 3 S2
T. ib-3i" 3T77© 3^3© TS72-2-




T, sr.os ?i~-o<r 3r.©r irro?
3*1^ 7/6 ;nT* ??.o^ 37. O 3 3%o+i 3%oZ~
7 5" S~0 y.^_ >«.9x
T, 3iT /o 3-5". / S~ 3T X> 3Z~I*T
i.°nr 7. /6 ?o.?T, 37. 'o ir /3 1°l.i<* 37-/3
Y &,-io Z.J i.<T3
T, 3JT./0 3s~/o 3^10 j><r. f o
*f.of 7.X-) ^.^rT*
...
.37. /sr 27.;sr 39.tr-
9 -jor 2-<o J-06
T, 35".or 35~.Of 3S^OST 3^«r
^.10 7?r" f^.xT„ Jf.nT 37 cT 3%ff 37. f<T
—(t
—
/ o 3 oo I.** /•731
T, Wir y^.9ir 3s/.lsr ?*•**
4.}o
*
7.5~£ 0,/Ta 38/r* 3* ^r" 37, or ?*./->"
/( i.oo 1 o ),HiH
T, 3-y ?o 3>* 7o ?V?o 3^?o
•7*33"' '7fc 5
— lO^JLT* 3 °j. os'"3?.6T 37. or- 37 05-
/a_
1
A CO I .oo
T, 5^.S-o 3*50 W-r* 3^$*
-y-yo 7?^ ?-U j
_,




TEST DATA SHEET NUMBER ^J.
nATp ^-11- Co
TANGENT TUBE MOnFi uj m+ BURNERS
_2^a!!__ orifice (5) ^_lqJLfurnace depth, zxa* flow meter
AMBIENT CONDITIONS
START FVN1SM AVERAGE
WET BULB TEMPERATURE £<?(? "F , g">-3 °F > S'S' ^ T
DRY BULB TEMPERATURE frSr-T °F , <a£iT_ °F , &? ^ °^
BAROMETER o3u22_ llH» . , ,2*^2. "Hs . , ^Lli^."^






TEST DATA SHEET NUMBER 27
DATE J -iff -&P





















TEST DATA SHEET NUMBER >L°I
DATE ?-^y-<;&
TANGENT TUBE MODEL t>0m* RllRNFRS
.
.?-;*" ORiFlCECs),
_JJCJ!_ FURNACE DEPTH, £.114" FLOW METER
AMBJENT CONDITIONS
START FINISH AVERAGE
WET BULB TEMPERATURE ?#$"' T s^o °F f^Ll^F"
DRY BULB TEMPERATURE £3.«r °F \ t,* o^ 62^LTT °F
BAROMETER > P?.?o "He. 39.7Q "He,
)
z°i. y o "Mr,
REAR WALL STEAM PRESSURE









TEMPERATURE °C at AT
°F
at^/ShTRIAL 1 a 3 AVG.
/ 0J. 9 tf.«r" ^6^
T, ?/.7f 3/, ?X" 3.8-i- 3/->?
/^<?3Tx 33fT 3?-&£> 3'3'.5S- ' 33.STO 2.0/ 1 3*. fe2L
X~. /?./ s~o >V:^7
T, ?/.nr 3/.7.T ?/. ?o 3/7 7
x-o~? 3. 7?^ /^•3oL T, 33. 9o 33*3 -3 3-i-O 33. iy
3 /4>S" -*y -# f/
T
1 32.s-<r 32. GO 3x.br 32 Go
/ 9r*T 3. r/ ///,//3
T,
>ys-o 3<y.s?r 3>y. <>o 3-/. iri"
•f /^7o ^o 3.ry




T* jr.oo 3T./o 3T7ZO ^s":o?
^ (Xbo 3.STT~








T, 3S~.l? 3^.^0 3S~.2:r 3b-J-y
£ lo.s'o J.s- ?*?
T, 33.3 3 33.^ 33.M 33. 27
l.°r^
3S~C //. s^-T* 3r.?c 3i-ir ?rrao 9JT^~
7 i-Ho zr X-^o
T, 33.20 3.? 3-0 J3.30 3 3.2-3
Z.03 ?G3^ /OUoT. 35~. x> 3s-.±y _3r.3o 32T.2-G,
r &-3rT 2-3 ;n.
T, 3?3o 33. XT 33. ^S" 33,27




; H.2< 2.o 2.04
T,' 33. fO 33. ro 37. /O 33.fO
3S.&0 2. f o
^.7^r ;?^
T
fc 3*~<*C>' 3S-.-5LO- 3s>~p-©
fo 3. DO /•*/ ' ./. 73i.




T2 3S~. /->- 3b-. ty 35~. 10 3S7/^
// 7.-0O f.o
«




T* 3rLcj,- 3F.OS- ?r:©jr ?r. or
IX /oo










TEST DATA SHEET NUMBER 3Q
DATE a-aV-iVo
TANGENT TUBE MODEL AArH- BURNERS





WET BULB TEMPERATURE 4 O
f
Sl>. X °F





















TRIAL 1 2. 3 AVG.
J
.23. ?r" '^•"S *f.Srr
T, 34-X<=> 34.*o 34. =>© ?^f>P
(-bo 2.2-9- /•tf^T* 3^sx> 3s~ fro 3S~.rt> 3S-.(5-o
Z i<f.O s-.v -4. 3A
T, 33-9(9 33. 9-
o
3393 33.9/
/<e<f ?>.o4 /^.^T. 3^.&o 3r.(i.o 3S-.6o 3ST 6>o
<
3 llo.Y •**r -7. fO
T
, 3*y.or 3y.co~ 3^0-T 34- cS^
/•62T" x?i /XU<Tfc 3r?o 3T7o 3T.70 3«r.~?o
-4 Hi.l 4.o 3-^
T, 34. io 34. (^ 3<4.n 3^A/
A£^ ^"iC //.33T* 3 r. 7r 3-Tbo 3S~.~lg- 3r.7A^
>T fx.i 3. 6 3.rfc
T, j^y.i~o J4s~o ?^-sx> 3V-STD
1-bQ 2-s-r to.-x^Tj 36. ^c? 3k to 36,-10 36./o
A (cf J.o J2^
T, 3^5"D 34.SH 34.S-0 3>^i-o
Uo 2-*^ <?. 33T% . 36/0 3CIO l&io 3&.f<2
7 sr.^ ^.6 2-72_
T, 7-7. 3V~ 3 4.so 34^0 3^.31
A63 ^^ *-.r?T, 3 £.oo 3s-9r 3r.?D 3£*-9i'
S" £.35" J? "2> 2.-^0.
T. 3V- 3o 3-y.so 3^30 3*30
/&o
/
?. AtT«. ^'S-.'ro 3r*.9o 35-.9o 3S~9o
9 «7.io a.o Zos"
T, 34. lo 3^.fS^ 3<V.fO 3VV6
/CO i.^ <T-?0T„ 3r.Xo 3S~.7ar 2S~.->o 3D 7^
—/
—
10 J.oo />y A7^
T, 3-y.or
- 34. Co 3 3-9S- 34- oo
/(,o Z.kfr -*9<>T2 3r.GS~ 3r.to 3S~-TT 3S76
It 2-Oo /o /.«<//*/
T, 33-to 33 <? D 3 3.?0 33.9o
).&>o it-s^ 4.07
Ta 3 «T. S"e> 35~ S-o 3r-K> 3s~s~o
IX- y. ©o
—
T, 33.70 3?.6o 33.60 33.^3




TEST DATA SHEET NUMBER 3/
DATE -f-/-£o
TANGENT TUBE MODEL 1<J imCtTT fiMRNFRS
^-*" ORIFICE CS>) ^.6 " FURNACE DEPTH, Z. 114" FLOW METER
AMBIENT CONDITIONS
START FINISH
WET BULB TEMPERATURE &/ 2. °F
(
&3l.:T »p





REAR WALL STEAM PRESSURE







TEST DATA SHEET NUMBER J2^
HATF -4- /-Go
TANGENT TUBE mohfi u> ,-n+nu7— BURNERS






WET BULB TEMPERATURE ^.S T , fr'-A ~l- , £L-fcil°F
DRY BOLB TEMPERATURE 7/, 3- °F , 22_^_ F i ??• 7 -^ °F
BAROMETER 3*?* ""» , 2SliL3_ nH& , ^Lii-"**
REAR WALL STEAM PRESSURE L
n Mc.GAGE
,










































































































































TEST DATA SHEET NOMBER 33
DATE V-2- 60 , "
TANGENT TUBE MODEL 4//^/,/ RURNERS
4-2 " ORiFlCEO),^ ^.FURNACE DEPTH, 2.1 14" FLOW METER
AMBIENT CONDITIONS
START FINISH
6/* *FWET BULB TEMPERATURE
DRY BULB TEMPERATURE 6 f. O °F
BAROMETER ' 3o-3$ "Ma,






























































































































































































TEST DATA SHEET NUMBER S^
DATE W-a-£o
TANGENT TUBE MODEL kJ ITHO CT~RURNERS






















TEMPERATURE °C AT AT
°F
atV5hfTRIAL 1 Z 3 AVG.
/ ^/. (7 3iT *.s?
T, 5^6T 3-y.^ 3Y:6>S~ 3^*J"
/^5- 3.S-/ /<&./T* ?(,.Go 76, C-o 36>-bo 3&GO
Xs /?.o 2-7 >/.36
T, S%ro 3* Fro ?f.!rt> 3Si.80
/*<,- 3.S-) /S*.3T* SL?S- 3 6 • ?:r 36>->r 3fe.73"
3 /6.J- 2-o -fro
T
; 3S--oo 3s~c?o 3s~.0 3STO©
/9S- 3. si y^^Tfc 3£ • <nT 3*6 -9b~ -3C9S- 3£-?S'
-y A¥.7 /• £.fry
T, 3S-..&S" 3^^-S- ?^?T 3s\<?j-
/.<tsT
1
3r/ /3.rT* 37 x> 37.^0 37. P€> 37.M
f IX. ^ _____ 3.SV
T. 3Z~3o 3no 3S~30 3r.?o
/.9S- 3, e-/ /a.j"T, 37- 7-T 37. >S~ 37.?5~ ??.?s"
£ <°-T 7PV
T, ?r.-?o 3-T.3F 7rT3S- 3i~. ?5"





3b~ 3 S" 3iVo ?S" s? ?5~. 37




T, 3s-,^/r 3r.^s- ?i~<ro 3*7*7




T, 3s7;Tt> 3^.^- 3r.-yr 3T>Y7
X-of 3,62-
i
7-^/T„ 5?.i~D 37-iSr 37.*VS* 37.^<T
/O 3.o /• ?7A
T. 3r.3-s- 3S-.2-S- 3J~3S~ 3T:J>S-













T, it.h-o >y?s~ ?-V.7o 3^7^
2-?o





TEST DATA SHEET NUMBER ££L
DATE V- 2 - to
TANGENT TUBE MODEL. OJ, ^l.put BURNERS




WET BULB TEMPERATURE 5~5>.<x> °F t <5"8- jl °F
DRY BULB TEMPERATURE 44* °P , ^Z^- °*
BAROMETER &£2- n »* , 3^33 v^











• TEST DATA SHEET NUMBER -3&
DATE W- 7-6o
TANGENT TUBE MODEL t*J rrH BURNERS










3* ">£ "M^ £?-7£ BH& . 2t.?B "H^










^tV5hTRIAL 1 2. 3 AVG.
/ W.l ^.0 y/6>x-
T, 3^70 -3S/.70 -3S/?n -ZS/70
2-S-O 5?OY ^3-3Tx J>7. «rt> 37. 5T> 71. To jT>.TO
i '9.Q 3. 7 M3G
T, 3^cT'»*** 3MLK- •34tL<C
zsr fT/3 *±-HTx 37. SD 77,S~D 3 7.SO 77.5TO
3 f&.<) 3. 5-. /f.t(
T, S*->o 3-y-^r 3^53- 3*6 3
z*Y SW/ ?~/.oT„ 37.rt> 37.<ST> 3 7.VO 37/Y?
-? /tf.K 3.0 ?.xf
T, Jt.bT 3Y6 7 ^Ci" 3H.U(,
.%&(, s*:/7 l°l.°lr% 39-sO 37.S^T 37. <To S~7.S~i-
5^ /Xl 2.1 3.s">
T.
3>tf?c? 3Y?_r -?V.7° 3^72-
x.lo 6~. 7-X ISr.CT fc 37. &© 37.&f If. CrO T7.tf.2-
£ 10. 7 M o.ir
T,
3<# fr!T 3V.<?o ~Vf.90 3V.SrS-





?^-OS" ^-r.or ^c.rts: -35T!«\-
2-9 S"^ •573/ S&.-rT, 3*-.<?o 3V.OO 3^,00 38-.OO
*- £'f uo 2-C?
T,
-5CoS~ 3r:<ps~ 3STOS- ?r:©r




T, ?r. (0 IT. to 3^0 ^"r^o
3.oa -Sr-Yo If 1Tfc ^y.io ~&r.{o sr-.to 35-.ro
/0 ?.o" /.73;l
T,
-zs~.co s^iio ?s~,io "?r,(o
3.cb' T*<r q.r-Ta 3tr.tr ?rwi~ 3tTr(S" 7«r;/.r'
// 2-C? /•y/^
T,
3tT.oo 3v.?r -W.^o 3Y-<? h"




T, 3YC*0 3-^-^5" iV.SM 9**.$s-
3 3o *7* ir.fy
T




TEST DATA SHEET NUMBER 3-f
DATE V- 2 3- (*Q
TANGENT TUBE MODEL to,"£A.o u Ir BURNERS














P "W*GAGE , SPEC. HUM ^£g GgAtNS










TRIAL 1 2. 3 AVG.
1 m ¥<? 4.6 *
T,
*rf*fr* 34.4* 34 rt S4.4?
1.3S 4.2l$ /(?.sS'T* V.fo 3/..go 3/r..?S- tePz-
A /?o 3.S-
4
T, 34£S~ 34<7o 34.7S ?4-7o
3.3S" 4 as fr.4trT* 37<yo l7.oiT 3? X> 3?.6<f
.* M.ss A.L ttt
T
, 34*3 34.9o 34.9S" 34-90
2. 3*7 4z.b /7-S~T,. .37-20 17.2o 37- 3o 37.3.-7
i Mr 3- o 1 PS~
T, 3^.4< S&Sf 5S.35- 3S-.3<?
2.3t ^.&r&.3^r% S7.ro Z7.2T 37.TO 37.7S~
s /2.6> X 7 9&~
T.
<W.*7 3*f>7 34r7 44.??




T, V.$* 3s- ac 3s ao p4.?f
2-44 -4.^°/ /V- »>Tfc 37-4o 37,<fa *>7-4o
7 &f 1 ' J?^
T,
4s7.O0 Zs-.nn 3S.oo 3£bo
2-So 4. SO 13. J*T, ?7^Z> $7*o 3?. sz> 37 sv
$ ** /f Z.tt
T,
tf.rf 34 ri s4.ro 34-.ro
^..S"3 4.-&5T It.f
T
. %7.a» J7~^r 37.3^ 4?33
<? //.3 In 1.04
T, %4. To 34.7r> .44.70 3<f-7Q
S-feo s+.(,r *>-.> f~





4ff-3o 3<f,3o 14.34- 4J.3P-
X<°l ^/.->o s-.ib"T/ %.fs- ?£ ?o ft.fr*Sc.?3
// 2.0 rf'&V
t; 92.27 3aS* 4a.9o %p.#7-
i-s-y <r.u 71-3
T,






T. 12 . 9c 32 ?o 32.73- JsYa
a.^o S.3-X S~.>^
T*





TEST DATA SHEET NUMBER s?r S
DATE 4-0-1 -Co
TANGENT TUBE MODEL IaJ7TW BURNERS
ORlFlCE(S)

















TEMPERATURE °C AT AT
°F
atVahTRIAL 1 2. 3 . AVG.
/ 2/./ -*.0 -V. fo
T, 3?.<(o ll-fo 3*/.oo 3T..93
A£rx 3.pr /'SVT* ys~.7o 7ST.">5" 7r-SrO 3S-.7 5"
2. /?. o ?>" 4-3L.
T, 1H.I-2- -34. (O ^4.1 O 34.(1
/.&->- 5.;k /0 3T» 35.-.<vr yr.fo 3lT.?i_ j-r.t*
3 /6>S< 3-2L 4.(1
T,
3*.1<T -3*.J<r -34.±rr 3<*.JS-
i.&<r 3.33 /3 7T„ ^4. /o -ZL-to -yfp-io 1L.IO
•^ Mf.ro J. O -3.KT
T. 3*. ?i>~ i4 >s~ J4.JST 34.1S-
/.*<r 3.3 3 n-^rTfc 3<; to 3L.IO 36,-ia -3&./0
o~"" /x?o J.- 5" Xi'7
T. 34.3° 34,4o n4.4v 34.3?
t.Y/ 3.JL£, u b s~T, 76. rs- ?c-±o 14,10 yc./fc
£ 10.10 5-X 3.^^
T,
74. fO 3<4.IO -7JS./0 1M/0.
t.srv 3 3S^ it. 1. T„ 3S"-*«" 36r.OO 3C&S 3SV3-&-
? s-.s-o 2.o a.fi.
T, 34.0-0 33. to 37.9D 37.9-3
1.92. 3.<V£ lotT, "i'S'to i^-jsr yr.sro ~3T.lTir
s- G-4o /. sT ^.n
T, 33 to 33. 1v ~33. TO -33*0
/?r j.s-1 s>9T«, 3S*.frsT 7s*.s-s- -rr.zs- 3T.&6~
? #-3o AC a.o,f
T, 3^.>o 3H.^ 34^jo 14.20




T, %4.<o 34, fO
-3^.lO 34.IO





77.#o 37.YO •?3.2rO ~33.*0




T, 31VO 3 33ST 37. 7o 33.3V
£.00 3. Co 3.d
T




TEST DATA SHEET NUMBER 37
DATE W-P-3-£Q
TANGENT TUBE MODEL UJ <TT4 BURNERS










REAR WALL STEAM PRESSURE _7__ B M«. GAGE . SPEC. HUM.












atVahTRIAL 1 z. 3 AVG.
/ a./, o Y'* *4.SV
T,
^/3o is/.io -3<V.-& ?V7/
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CALCULATION OF WEIGHT FLOW, SPECIFIC HEAT,
VTSCOSITY, AND THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY.
The weight of air flowing is dependent on the
following:
1. Geometry of the fluid meter.
2. Head lose across the fluid meter.
3. Specific humidity of the air.
1;. Air temperature.
5. Air pressure.
Factors 1 and 2 are considered when using the method
of
calculating fluid velocity, as recommended by The American
Society of Mechanical Engineers
( [&
>. Mass flow, however, is
also dependent on the specific volume of the fluid.
Using the gas equation, i.e., pv = RT, it is evident
that
v is dependent on R, T, and £. The specific humidity
of the
air has the effect of changing the molecular weight of
the
fluid and thus the gas constant, R. Since the value of R is
not very sensitive to small changes in specific humidity,
an
average value of $0 grains per pound of dry air was assumed
only for the purpose of calculating the weight of fluid
flowing .
Since the air temperature varies considerably from day
to day over the year, the temperature of the air had to be
accounted for. An assumed temperature of 100° F. was used in
-
calculating the weight flow curve, and corrected to the actual
temperature by the following relationship:
-U«5 -

Since A^ ~ m and c~^f then c ~-J~v but G= — and
Therefore \M, ~ <o
\j -^
From some early testing It became evident that the up-
stream pressure varied from run to run. The maximum pressure
was less than 30 inches of water or about J% of atmospheric
pressure. Since the velocity of flow c was proportional to
p, the maximum error introduced by assuming atmospheric pres-
sure is about 3^« However, when metering an expansible fluid,
an adiabatio expansion factor Y must be .Introduced'1®'. This
factor, less than unity, will reduce the flow. Considering the
maximum pressure of 30 inches of water, the pressure ratio,
r Z P2 - .93.
n
t
From Figure 97 of Reference 18, using ,&- .689* the adi-
abatic expansion factor Y^ - .975.
Therefore, by considering the pressure at atmospheric,
i.e., r - 1.0, Y^ = 1, the maximum error is:
1.035" (.975) - 1 : .009 or 9/10 of 1%.
In addition, since both Nusselt Number and Reynolds Number
are directly proportional to Wa , both values have the same
maximum error or .9$. Since tf« is proportional to Npe *"',
the maximum error introduced in the actual plots of Njju vs.
NRe is of the order of (1.009)
,87
- (1.009), or .12%. Since
this is the maximum possible error and decreases with decreased
weight of fluid flowing, it Is negligible. Therefore, the






corresponding toAHp values of to 30
Inches of water were calculated and are plotted in Figure D-2.
The following Is a sample calculation showing the method used:
where C Is velocity of fluid flowing in ft/sec, VA is head
loss through the flow meter in feet of fluid flowing, and
C^ is the coefficient of discharge. Since A Hp was measured
in inches of water, then:
where V is the specific volume of fluid flowing in cubic
feet per pound.
Therefore;
Assuming an average specific humidity of 50 gr/lb. dry
air, a temperature of 100° P, and a standard pressure of
ll|.7 psla, and using:
Ma = molecular weight of air = 28. 970 <
19K
Mjjpo r molecular weight of water vapor - 18,016' »*).
W\
,




Vs/^s ?fcO0K t>.ft= 3bOOK •Oi^ixG. = '«l. ,siGt lVoi/ne_
Again at the conditions assumed:
U9)
Therefore:
uoer Ave.*^ Loe~\" ^ — HI
M ee = .S«^ , = ^feoo * -x.w^r g» = v. ^<» a. x vo^ g>
Where y.? is D2/bi# D^ is inside pipe diameter, and D2 is
orific diameter, and K is the coefficient from Table 12,ASMf/ 18 ).
Values of K interpolated from Reference 18 are plotted in
Figure D-l.
Assuming AHp = 16 inches, then^AHp • lj.,0. Estimating
C d as .609 gives the following:
Therefore:
The values of specific heat were computed for a pound of







is specifio heat of water vapor' ',
d?^ is specifio heat of air^ 19 ^, and
"X ia specific humidity in gr/lb. of dry air.
Viscosity and thermal conductivity are taken directly
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CALCULATION OP NUSSELT NUMBER
and
REYNOLDS NUMBER
For each test spot fhe Nusselt Number and Reynolds
Number was calculated and plotted in Figures 1 through 10.
The heat transferred was equal to the weight of gas times
the specific heat times the change in temperature. Using A %
and Ti from the test data, Wa was determined from Figure D-2.J-avg
Also using AT, the values of film temperature Tf and the mean
temperature difference ATm were calculated using the following
relations:
• . T^ - T^
The heat transfer coefficient h equals the total heat
transferred divided by the area and the mean temperature
difference. The projected rear wall- area A was used as the
heat transfer surface giving the following equation for h:
where the specific heat Cp was evaluated at the bulk
temperature
of the gas T and corrected for moisture content. Values of
o
Cp were taken from Figure D-3.
From Figure D-4, values of k and^*- at the film temperature




Reynolds Number was calculated using the following
equation:
where G - Wa and A was the total burner area and Wa the
A o
total weight of air flowing.
The actual calculation of Nusselt Number vs. "Reynolds
Number was done in tabular form. For the purpose of illus-
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